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Obama addresses
drones, Gitmo
in security speech
By JULIE PACE
and LAFtA JANES
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama on
Thursday defended America's controversial drone attacks as
legal, effective and a necessary linchpin in an evolving
policy.
But he acknowledged the targeted strikes are no "cure-all"
and said he is haunted by the
civilians
unintentionally
killed.
The
president
also
announced a renewed push to
close the Guantanamo Bay
AP Photo/Pablo Martinez
detention center in Cuba.
Monsivais, File
including lifting a moratoriPresident Barack Obama
um on prisoner transfers to
Yemen. However. shutting
the prison will still require help from Republicans reluctant to
back Obama's call to move some detainees to U.S. prisons and
try them in civilian courts.
Obama framed his address as an attempt to redefine the nature
and scope of terror threats facing the U.S., noting the weakening
of al-Qaida and the impending end of the U.S. war in
Afghanistan.
"Neither I. nor any president, can promise the total defeat of
terror," Obama said in remarks at the National Defense
University. "What we can do — what we must do — is dismantle networks that pose a direct danger, and make it less likely for
new groups to gain a foothold, all while maintaining the freedoms and ideals that we defend."
Since taking office. Obama's counterterrorism strategy has
increasingly relied on the use of strikes by unmanned spy drones,
particularly in Pakistan and Yemen. The highly secretive program has faced criticism from congressional lawmakers who
have questioned its scope and legality.
The president, in his most expansive public discussion on
drones, defended their targeted killings as both effective and
legal. He acknowledged the civilian deaths that sometimes result
— a consequence that has angered many of the countries where
the U.S. seeks to combat extremism — and said he grapples with
that trade-off.
"For me,and those in my chain of command,these deaths will
haunt us as long as we live." he said. Before any strike, he said.
"there must be near-certainty that no civilians will be killed or
injured — the highest standard we can set."
Ahead of the address. Obama signed new "presidential policy
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objections to four items in the budget. but he
had not attempted to amend the budget before
Thursday's second reading. He started by
After much discussion and four failed making a motion to amend the budget to
motions for amendments, the Murray City reduce a 2.5 percent salary increase for all
Council voted 9-0 Thursday to pass the sec- city employees to 1.5 percent, but the motion
ond reading of the 2013-14 city budget.
failed for lack of a second.
In budget meetings held by the city's
Hudspeth made another motion to remove a
finance committee and during the first read- new position for an assistant to the stomiwaing of the budget ordinance on May 9, ter engineer from the budget. After a second
Councilman Danny Hudspeth had stated his from Jeremy Bell, the motion failed 5-4.

Hudspeth then made a motion to exclude
Murray State University from receiving
Alcoholic Beverage Control funds, but the
motion failed 7-2. Included in $100,000 in
ABC funds allocated for several entities is
$50,000 for Murray State University's alcohol awareness program. Mark Welch. MSU's
community relations director, said that if the
council didn't fund the program. it ,,kould not

The National Weather Service
Friday: Sunny with a high
near 71 Northeast wind 7 to 9
mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear
with a low around 47 North
northeast wind around 6 mph
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becoming calm in the evening.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 75 East southeast
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Saturday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms Partly cloudy,
with a low around 54 Light
east southeast wind
Sunday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms Mostly sunny, with
a high near 76. East southeast
wind around 5 mph
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 59 Southeast wind
around 5 mph
Monday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
79. South wind 5 to 8 mph.
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT

The Calloway County Board
of Education briefly convened
Thursday night in special session to announce the hiring of
an alternative instructional
facility principal, vote on
approval of advertising for
track renovations and to review
in executive session the
Honeywell and Trane business
proposals for energy systems
within the school district.
Jodi Butler. an assistant principal at Reidland High School
for the past two years, was
recently selected by the board
to assume the inaugural position as alternative instructional
facility principal, which will

IN See Page 3A

Various Memorial Day activities planned in community
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Memorial Day Weekend festivities get
started today in Murray.
Sam Warner, commander of Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post 6291,said the traditional
placing of flags at gravesides of military
veterans is planned for 4 p.m. at Murray
City Cemetery along Chestnut Street.

"Last year we were at the Murray,
Call Warner at 293-5457 for more inforMemorial Gardens. We try to swap out mation.
among places year to year,- Warner said.
This is also going to be a busy time for
noting that at least one Cub Scouts of
America troop from Murray is expected to American Legion Post 73.
join Post 6291 members."We've got a lot of
The post will host its annual Memorial
our veterans out (at Murray City Cemetery) Day service at noon Saturday. which is a
so we welcome anyone who wants to come
help, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts or anyone
who wants to help honor these veterans.
•See Page 3A

CASA Friends
to hold annual
banquet June 6
Special to the Ledger
CASA by the Lakes has
announced A Taste by the
Lakes, the 2013 Friends of
CASA Banquet.
This annual event will be held
June 6, at the Robert 0. Miller
Conference Center in Murray.
/The reception and silent auction begins at 6 p.m., with dinner following at 6:30 p.m.
Dinner will feature a variety of
dishes created by the area's
favorite restaurants and caterers. Also included will be live
music by Laynie Alba Mitchell
and Brent Webster, an interactive photo booth and a live and
silent auction featuring art and
other unique items donated by

•See Page 3A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8 Times

MAKING PLANS: Several members of the Murray Rotary Club are shown near a coach
bus from Glendale Road Church of Christ in the parking lot of Pagliai's restaurant Thursday
in Murray. The coach became the third vehicle that will be part of a relief fleet the local
Rotary Club is sending today to tornado-stricken Oklahoma
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FREELAND ADDRESSES ROTARY CLUB: World War II veteran Mike Freeland speaks
Thursday afternoon to the Rotary Club of Murray. Freeland said. "I hate war. but I wouldn't
have missed it," looking back at his service He also said the term "Greatest Generation'
should be expanded to include people who were part of the war effort at home See story
inside
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By HAWKINS TIAGUE
Staff Writer
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Lancaster and F.T. "ButchSeargent
voted
yes, and
Billington, Bell, Hudspeth and
Jane Shoemaker voted no. Linda
From Front
Cherry, Jason Pittman and Jay
happen because MSU is current- Morgan were absent.
ly in the process of cutting about
The issue was discussed earlier
$5 million from its budget. He in the evening during the Public
said part of the program targets Safety Meeting and also on May
ninth-graders at both local high 9. Mastera said the one-way secschools and freshmen at MSU. tion had been proposed because
Dan Miller said he thought the engineers had determined that it
city should see how the universi- would be the safest option for
ty spends the money before building sidewalks there with the
deciding whether or not to fund money received from a sidewalk
the program again next year.
livability grant. Mastera read to
Finally, Hudspeth moved to the council a letter of support
eliminate $100,000 from the from Murray Independent School
budget for the design of a pro- District Superintendent Bob
posed Bee Creek Scenic Trail, Rogers, which said safety was a
but the motion failed 5-4. Several concern for students who walked
council members who voted to and from school and making
against removing the item said the section a one-way would help
they were intrigued by a presen- alleviate some of the traffic dantation made about the proposed gers.
project by students from Dr.
Miller said he would like to
Robin Zhang's land use planning make the section a one-way as
class at MSU and wanted to see soon as possible so the public
where it would go. Zhang said could get used to it over the
the trail would go a long way course of a month or six weeks
toward drawing new industry and before the project starts construcresidents to Murray. Peyton tion. Billington said he did not
Mastera, the city's projects support making it a one-way and
administrator, said the total that if he were taking his son or
length of the trail would be about wife
to
Murray-Calloway
three miles if completed in the County Hospital's emergency
next few years.
room on South Ninth Street, he
Miller said that although he would drive down the street the
voted to pass the budget, he was wrong direction to get there
displeased that it did not include faster.
more money for police officer
Mastera said the construction
salaries. Robert Billington Jr. and of the South Ninth Street sideBell said they agreed, and Pat walk is estimated to last about 60
Scott said everyone could use a days. He said the city would like
raise.
to get started by August because
ass
the grant contract terminates Oct.
The council voted 5-4 to have 30.
The council finally met in
the city attorney draft an ordinance that would make South executive session to discuss the
Ninth Street a one-way street possible acquisition of real
between Vine and Poplar streets. estate, although no action, was
Miller, Scott, Greg Taylor, Pete taken.
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Coal jobs in
Ky. at lowest
since 1950
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — A
state report shows the number
of coal jobs in Kentucky has
dwindled to its lowest point
since 1950.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
cited data from the Kentucky
Energy
and
Environment
Cabinet in reporting that the
13,109 people worked in the
coal industry during the first
quarter of 2013. The newspaper
reports that is the least amount
of workers since state officials
began keeping records in 1950.
"These numbers are not surprising, but they're very concerning," said Bill Bissett, president of the Kentucky Coal
Association.
Employment at Kentucky coal
mines has decreased by almost
5,700 workers in eastern
Kentucky over the last 18
months and production has fallen by 42 percent. In September
of 2011, there were 18, 804
workers in the industry.
According to analysts, the low
price of natural gas was a key
factor in the lower demand for
coal from Eastern Kentucky in
2012, when production dropped
almost 28 percent.
The state report says production at underground mines in
eastern Kentucky increased by
nearly 2 percent in the first
quarter of 2013, but it fell by
4.6 percent at surface mines
meaning an overall decline.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8. Times
THANK A VETERAN PROCLAMATION: Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
(front left) and City of Murray Mayor Bill Wells (front right) signed a proclamation Wednesday
afternoon declaring May as Thank a Veteran Month in the community, as well as May 25
(Saturday) as Thank a Veteran Day. This is in honor of the efforts and sacrifices of so many
veterans both from Murray and Calloway County, as well as the entire nation. Shown behind
the two executives are (from left) Bob Bell, Navy served in Korea; Wilma Sanders, wife of
Korea veteran Willis Sanders; Mike Nutter, Navy 1964-66: Jackie Vaughn, Navy Seabees
served in Vietnam; Duane Brown, Air Force 1956-57; Jim Clemons, Army, served from 196485; Howard Cross, Army. World War II,; Sandy Hart of Wickliffe, veterans advocate; Sam
Warner, Army, Vietnam; Willis Sanders. Army, Korea and Maj. Jay Todd, Army,
Iraq/Afghanistan.

Open

remember its purpose. It's not ing part of what has come to be
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
about barbecue and ballgames. known
the
Greatest
as
Mike Freeland is a World War We honor the dead, our brothers Generation, a title he said
II veteran who has written a few and sisters who have fought, not
should be clarified.
books on the subject.
only (in World War II, which he
"I disagree vehemently! It
However, when it comes to dubbed a worthy endeavor) but
just the military people.
wasn't
the subject of battle, as he told in so many needless wars that
It was the entire nation, includthe Rotary Club of Murray have come along as well."
Thursday afternoon, he does not
Freeland said it was his goal to ing all of the people who stayed
embrace the subject.
attend Murray Normal School behind here," Freeland said,
"I don't want to talk about war (eventually
State adding that he is in the process
Murray
anymore. I'm tired of it," he University) as he grew up on the
of writing another book. "It
said, going into a statement by Tennessee banks of the Blood
already has a title, 'Only the
U.S. Army Gen. Omar Bradley, River tributary of Kentucky
one of the main Allied field Lake, noting that his best friend Dead,' which is after something
commanders from that time. from Murray, Billy Adkins,died (Greek philosopher) Plato said,
'Only the dead have seen the
'"We have grasped the mystery in WWII in Europe.
of the atom and rejected the
Freeland eventually did get end of war.'
Sermon on the Mount. We know that opportunity after returning
"I hate war, but I wouldn't
more about ,war than we know from WWII, where he was a
have missed it for the world,
about peace, more about killing medic with the Army's 82nd
because it is the ultimate chalthan we know about living,' he Airborne Division,and has gone
said.
on to pen several books, includ- lenge of life that we have, this
"You know, when it comes to ing "Blood River to Berlin," brief moment on this planet that
Memorial Day, we should documenting his path to becom- we have."

Der'

guidelines" aimed at illustrating
more clearly to Congress and
the public the standards the U.S.
applies before carrying out
drone attacks. Officials said the
guidelines include not using
strikes when the targeted people
can be captured, either by the
U.S. or a foreign government,
relying on drones only when the
target poses an "imminent"
threat and establishing a preference for giving the military control of the drone program.
However, the CIA is still
expected to maintain control of
the drone program in Yemen, as
well as in Pakistan's tribal areas,
given the concern that al-Qaida
may return in greater numbers
as U.S. troops draw down in
Afghanistan. The military and
the CIA currently work side by
side in Yemen, with the CIA flying its drones over the northern
region out "tif a covert base in
Saudi Arabia, and the military

flying its unmanned aerial vehicles from Djibouti.
In Pakistan alone, up to 3,336
people have been killed by the
unmanned aircraft since 2003,
according to the New America
Foundation which maintains a
database of the strikes.
Obama's advisers said the new
guidelines will effectively limit
the number of drone strikes in
terror zones and pointed to a
future decline of attacks against
extremists in Afghanistan as the
war there winds down next year.
But strikes elsewhere will continue. The guidelines will also
apply to strikes against both foreigners and U.S. citizens
abroad.
On the eve of the president's
speech, the administration
revealed for the first time that a
fourth American citizen had
been killed in secretive drone
strikes abroad. The killings of
three other Americans in counterterror operations since 2009
were widely known before a letter from Attorney General Eric
Holder to Senate Judiciary
Committee Chairman Patrick
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Freeland guest speaker at Rotary Club

From Front

Photo provided
CCHS STUDENTS IN NATIONAL FRENCH EXAM: Five students from Linda DeVoss'
French Language classes at Calloway County High School scored well on the National French
Exam,'Le Grand Concours 2013." Alexandria Nance (left in photo) scored at National Rank
12 in level 1D, Leticia Nunez (front) earned National Rank 5, also in level 1D. Andrea
McCormack (center back row), claimed a National Rank 11 in level 1D. Holly Bland (far right)
competed at level 3A and scored at National level 15. Autumn Dean (not pictured) earned a
National Rank 10 in level 1D.
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Leahy acknowledged the four
deaths.
In that letter. Holder said only
one of the U.S. citizens killed in
counterterror operations beyond
war zones — Anwar al-Awlaki,
who had ties to at least three
attacks planned or carried out on
U.S. soil — was specifically targeted by American forces. He
said the other three Americans
were not targeted in the U.S.
strikes.
Though Obama sought to give
more transparency to the drone
program, the strikes will largely
remain highly secret for the
public. Congress is already
briefed on every strike that U.S.
drones take outside Afghanistan
and Iraq during the war there.
Obama said, but those briefings
are largely classified and held
privately.
The president said he was
open to additional measures to
further regulate the drone program, including creating a special court system to regulate
strikes, similar to one that signs
off on government surveillance
in espionage and terror cases.
Congress is already considering
whether to set up a court to
decide when drones overseas
can target U.S. citizens linked to
al-Qaida.
White House officials said the
president had originally planned
to deliver Thursday's speech
earlier,this month, but it was
delayed as the administration
grappled with a trio of other
controversies, including the
attack
Americans in
on
Benghazi, Libya, the IRS' targeting of conservative groups
and government monitoring of
reporters.
Also Thursday, Obama reaffirmed his stalled 2008 campaign promise to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay.
where some terror suspects are
held. Lifting the ban on transfers
of some Guantanamo prisoners
to Yemen is a key step in jumpstarting that process, given that
30 of the 56 prisoners eligible
for transfer are Yemeni.
Obama halted all transfers to
Yemen
failed
after
the
Christmas Day 2009 bombing
attempt of an airliner over
Detroit. The convicted bomber,
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab,
trained in Yemen.
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Obituaries
Dorothy,Stone
Funeral services for Dorothy Stone, 64, of Almo, will be held
Friday, May 25, 2013, at I p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home, with
the Rev. Elijah Balentine and Dwane Baker officiating. Burial will be at McDaniel Cemetery.
Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m. Thursday. May
23. 2013,at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Mrs. Stone died Tuesday. May 21, 2013. at her
home.
•
Born July 20, 1948,in Calloway County,she was
a member of Dexter Pentecostal Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents,
Andrew Duncan and Lottie Mae Hill Duncan; a
son, Calvin Stone; a daughter, Laura Jean
Stone
• Underhill; four brothers. Huey Duncan, Willard
Duncan.Izell Duncan and Howard Spraggs; and two sisters, Verlene
Spraggs and Robbie Spraggs.
Mrs. Stone is survived by her husband, Ronnie Stone. of Almo; a
son. Andy Stone. of Almo; four sisters, Geraldine Boaz and husband, Robert. of Fairdealing, Iva Nell Croft of Indianapolis, Ind.,
Joyce Freeze, of Farmington. and Ire!! Albin. of Kirksey; and a
granddaughter, Aubrey Stone.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Stella Elaine Hopkins
Funeral services for Stella Elaine Hopkins, 60, of Benton, Ky.,
will be held Saturday. May 25. 2013. at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home in Benton, with the Rev. Wendall Ordway
officiating. Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Friday. May 24.
2013,at the funeral home.
Mrs. Hopkins died Tuesday. May 21.2013,at her
home.
Born July 12, 1952 in Halsted. England, she was
a member of Vaughn's Chapel Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and a Gideon International
Auxiliary member. She was a graduate of Paducah
Community College and earned a Bachelor of
Science in nursing from Murray State University.
She was a Registered Nurse and was the director of
the geriatric rehabilitation unit at MurrayHopkins
Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by her father, Stanley Whitear.
She is survived by her husband.Steven P. Hopkins.of Benton; her
mother. June (Whiting) Whitear, of Coggeshall. England; one
daughter,Terri Franklin,of Calvert City;two sons,Alex Hopkins,of
Benton, and Justin Hopkins. of Paducah; 13 grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren; three sisters, Sheelagh Whitear, of WentertonOn-Sea, England. Dawn Whitear,of Darlington. England,and Janet
Clarkson,of Felixtowe, England; and two brothers, Darren Whitear,
of Braintree, England,and Chris Camp,of Braintree, England.
Memorial contributions may made to: Gideons International.
Marshall County Camp. P.O. Box 206. Benton, Ky. 42025.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.collierfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Collier Funeral Home.

Tea party wins round in
health care reform lawsuit
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The tea party won the first
round Thursday in a lawsuit that
questions the legality of the
Kentucky
Health
Benefit
Exchange that Gov. Steve
Beshear set up last year by executive order.
Franklin County Circuit Judge
Phillip J. Shepherd refused to
dismiss the lawsuit, as had been
requested by attorneys for the
state.
The state argued unsuccessfully that taxpayers don't have
legal standing to challenge the
legality of the Kentucky Health
Benefits Exchange, which is
intended to help uninsured people arrange insurance coverage
under the federal health care
overhaul.
Tea party activist David
Adams said he felt certain that
argument wgiuld be rejected.
1 found that to be offensive,"
he said Thursday after learning
of Shepherd's decision. "This
says the people have the right to
question the acts of the governor
when the governor is violating
the Constitution. It's very simple."
Beshear spokeswoman Kern
Richardson said she'd issue a
statement later Thursday.
Adams filed the lawsuit last
month. claiming Beshear created the exchange w ithout necessary
legislative
approval.
Adams wants Shepherd to order
work on the exchange to cease.

Red Cross seeks 0-negative
blood for tornado victims

Staff Report
A number of opportunities are
being made available to help
assist with the tornado victims
of Moore. Okla.. perhaps none
more important than a blood
away on work release while an
drive in Calloway County.
inmate at the Pike County
Seeking blood donations of all
Detention Center.
types. the American Red Cross
Ricky Hendrix found an will be in several locations over
unlocked door at the Leslie the month of June in order to
County Detention center and collect blood units to send to the
used it to get away. William affected regions in Oklahoma.
Feltner jumped from a moving
They include:
inmate transfer van on the way
• St. John's Episcopal Church.
to the Kentucky River Regional
May 23. II a.m. until 3 p.m..
1620 W. Main St.
• Immanuel Lutheran Church,
June 7. II a.m. until 3 p.m., 100
ly high number of trophy bucks. S. 15th St.
• Walgreens,June 10.2 p.m.-6
In tallying the scores.
p.m., 1205 Main St.
Kentucky ranked second in the'
• First Presbyterian Church.
number of record-book bucks. June 20. 12:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.,
But the state reached the top of
1601 Main St.
the rankings due to a low hunter
While the American Red
density, relatively low costs for
guided hunts and hunter-friendly laws and regulations.
The magazine ranks Kansas
From Front
second. Among neighboring
states. Indiana ranks third. change from previous years.
Illinois sixth and Ohio ninth.
Usually. Post 73. located at the
intersection of North Fourth
mission is to advocate for the Street and Bee Creek Drive, has
timely and safe placement of that ceremony on the evening of
abused and neglected children. the actual holiday, which is
Monday. This also will allow
CASA volunteers speak for the
best interest of children in court Post 73 members to participate
and advocate for each child to in a series of observances
have a safe, permanent home. planned for during the day
Monday.
Volunteers also offer encouragePost 73 Commander Cecil
ment, stability, and hope during
Cowsert
said the keynote speaka complex and critical time in
er for the Saturday event will be
the lives of these children.
American Legion Department
Proceeds from this event will
(State)
Commander Joe Flynn.
help to provide Court Appointed
Kenny Imes of Murray, 5th
Special Advocates for abused
District state representative, is
and neglected children in
Calloway
and
Marshall also expected to speak during
the event, along with other local
Counties.
Tickets for the event are $25 dignitaries.
Mark Kennedy, Finance,
and can be reserved by calling
Legal
and Service officer for
the CASA office at 76110164.
Those wishing to attend are Post 73, also said that
asked to RSVP by June I. Table Saturday's activity will lead into
Monday, where Legion memsponsorships are also available
bers
will participate in a series
for $250.
For additional information or of six observances, starting with
to register contact CASA by the a ceremonial lowering of the
Lakes at(270)761-0164 or cas- flag at half staff at Post 73 at
noon. He said this will also
apr@murray-ky.net

Ky. No. 1 for whitetail trophy hunters
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)- A
magazine says Kentucky is No.
I when it comes to whitetail
deer hunting.
The latest issue of Outdoor
Life ranks the Bluegrass State
as the top whitetail trophy state
in the country.
The magazine's June/July
issue is available on newsstands.
The publication says western
Kentucky was especially noteworthy for producing a relative-

II CASA...
From Front
area businesses.
"Previously this event has
been held late each fall." CASA
Harlan,
Director, Lindsey
explained, "Unfortunately, we
found that time of year created
scheduling conflicts for community members who had other
obligations. We wanted to pull
this event to wanner weather in
an effort to more closely coinAbuse
Child
with
cide
Prevention Month, which just
wrapped up, and this is the perfect time to make that change.
We are looking forward to celebrating CASA's successes and
the community's involvement
on June 6."
. Court Appointed Special
Advocates (CASA) by the
Lakes is a non-profit organization that recruits, trains and supports quality volunteers whose

Cross reports there is currently
enough blood on the shelves to
meet patient demands, those
with type0 negative are encouraged to give blood when they
are able.
TowsGhedule anhpaipaintment
1-800 RED CROSS41.800-•
:1r133-2767).
-='All cash, check ordiiital
donations can be made by texting the word REDCROSS to
90999 to make a $10 donation,
or mailing donations to:
• American Red Cross,
Calloway County Chapter, 607
Poplar St. Suite I, Murray, KY
42071
Those interested in dp,n' ating
cani also visit www.redcroSs.org
online.
All gifts enable the Red Cross
to prepare for and provide shelter, food,emotional support and
other assistance in response to
disasters.

Activities planned...
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News in Brief
Canvass finds nearly 2,400 homeless In Ky.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Kentucky Housing Corp. is report
ing that the number of homeless in Kentucky now stands at nearly
2,400, down significantly from past years.
The latest count was released Wednesday by the states housing
agency. It covered 118 counties. The state's more urban Fayette
and Jefferson counties were excluded.
The count,conducted on Jan. 30, identified 2392 homeless men,
women,and children. The overall number has been declining since
2008 when 4,027 homeless were counted.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
which provides funding to the Kentucky Housing Corp., is
required to do a homeless count at least every two years. The
count is required to take place on a single night during the last 10
days of January.

Prosecutor asks to withdraw from Cadiz case
CADIZ. Ky.(AP)- The commonwealth's attorney in Cadiz has
see. to withdraw himself from a murder trial in an old slaying
case.
Prosecutor G.L. Ovey filed a motion this week in Trigg Circuit
Court. The motion refers to a May 8 motion by lawyers for defendant Claude Russell, which alleges Ovey withheld or suppressed
evidence, making him a material witness in the case, the Paducah
Sun reported.
In Ovey's motion, he denies the allegation, but said he cannot be
a witness and prosecute the case.
Russell is charged in the 2002 death of Chantell Humphries. A
previous trial last August ended with a hung jury. Russell is scheduled to be tried again, beginning Aug. 19.

Possible layoffs at Paducah plant delayed
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)- A company that sent layoff notices to
about 260 workers at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant says it
will delay implementing them for at least 30 days.
LATA Kentucky project manager Mark Duff told The Paducah
Sun that Congress approved a "reprogramming request" from the
Department of Energy that could mean more funding for cleanup
efforts at the Paducah site.
The layoffs that were scheduled to go into effect on June 3
would have affected 80 percent of LATA's workforce.
Duff says the company is now "optimistic" that it could receive
enough funding to keep workers on through the rest of 2013.

Dorena-Hickman ferry resumes service

4 inmates bolt in 3 days in east Ky.
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) Eastern Kentucky authorities
are plagued with a series of jail
inmate escapes this week.
WYMT-TV in Hazard reported
that Getson
Roberts
remained on the loose escaping
from the Clay County Detention
Center.
Brandon Damr9n slipped

In court earlier this week,
attorneys for Beshear and the
tea party argued over whether
taxpayers had legal standing to
challenge the health benefit
exchange, prompting a pointed
question from Shepherd that
may have foreshadowed his ruling.
Tea party
activists in
Kentucky have been sharply
critical of Beshear's decision to
operate a state health insurance
exchange, saying taxpayers are
picking up the bill for an unnecessary government entity.
Beshear administration attorney
Patrick Hughes said the lawsuit
is essentially an improper
attempt to use the court system
to address "a purely political
question."
Kentucky is one of 17 states
that the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services has
approved to build their own
exchanges to provide one-stop
shopping for health insurance.
Open enrollment begins Oct. I
and the exchange starts operation next Jan. I. Some 21 states
have declined to set up
exchanges, which means federal
authorities will set up and operate the new insurance marketplaces for them.
Startup costs for the Kentucky
exchange are being covered by
federal grants, but the state will
be responsible for all funding
beginning in 2015. Kentucky
has already received $252 million from the federal government to set up the exchange.

Kentucky

Its"'

include a 21-rifle salute, something only permitted by rule on
Memorial Day, July 4 or the
birthday of the nation's first
president, George Washington,
on Feb. 22.
That will lead to ceremonies at
the cemetery of Coldwater
United Methodist Church in
Coldwater at approximately
1:30, Hazel City Cemetery at 2.
Murray City Cemetery at 2:30,
Murray Memorial Gardens at 3
and finally the Murray Walmart
at 3:15. Kennedy emphasized
that those times are approximates.
"We will be doing volley
salutes and playing taps at all of
these places," Kennedy added,
noting the Murray Memorial
Gardens stop will have added
significance. "We will be gathering at the grave of Billy Lane
two
(one
of
Lauffer
Congressional Medal of Honor
recipients to have been a
Purchase Area region native)for
that one,and that's a special one
because that is who our gathering place is named."
The public is invited to attend
all of the listed activities.

MEMORIAL DAY
WEEKEND AUCTION
EXTRAVAGANZA

HICKMAN,Ky.(AP)- Almost a month to the day after it
closed, the Dorena-Hickman Ferry in western Kentucky resumed
service Tuesday.
The ferry was closed April 22 when floodwaters reached the top
of the Kentucky landing at Hickman. During the past year, the .
ferry has also struggled to continue operating because of low
water on the Mississippi River.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet said the water level
dropped enough Monday that crew members were able to clear
debris from landings on each side of the river.
The ferry connects Kentucky 1354 at Hickman with Missouri
Route A and Romiwg4ear IN.ena, Mo. Missouri and Kentucky.
are the only borderits notIgirectly'connected by a road.with asphalt to smooth out the
cracks, and then place on top of
it a layer of synthetic rubber
From Front
track, preferably red to match
oversee the Day Treatment the school's colors.
Center, Alternative Education
With a rehabilitated locatiqn.
and Laker PRIDE programs.
Bargo said he hopes to d
"I am excited to become a part district and regional tr
of • the Calloway County meets. The board unanimoufI
Alternative
Instructional
approved the advertising of e
Facility," she said. "I have a
bid process, which is set 4to
heart for students and look forthis summer.
begin
ward to helping them achieve
In
order
to appropriately hear
great things. This is not just a
out the two proposed energy
career for me. it's a purpose."
A key part of the District plans. the board moved to execFacilities Plan for the next four utive session for presentations
years, the board opened discus- between Honeywell Building
sions regarding approval to Solutions and Trane U.S., Inc.
advertise for bids on track renoBargo said the board will
vations.
decide at the monthly meeting
Superintendent
Kennith
on June 13 to either go forward
Bargo said the track is in a state'
with one of the. plans or to
of disrepair, as the running surscratch
the project altogether.
face is slick, unlevel and not fit
"The
saved costs could help
running
cleats
of
any
to grip
pay for the bonds on the project
nature.
The overall vision, Bargo should we move to accept," he
said, is to resurface the track said

Board...

It STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

PURCHASE
INSURANCE
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& Mon., May 27 10 OM
2158 Husbands Rd. • Paducah
Photos
er Bobby Purcell - 270-444-7599

10.90 0.05

Dow Jones Ind. Asg. _15,29430- 12.67

HopFed Banc*

Air Products ......................94.17 0.95
.......442.14 + 0.79
Apple
AT&T,Inc.---------36.74 + 0.12
+013
BB&T .......
Bank of America ..........._.13.2l -0.10
Briggs & Stratton ..........2315 - 0.04
Bristol Myers Squibb ......47.00 + 0.60
.........---86.95 - 0.79
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp.-12540 +047
Yahoo
.26.02•0.52

IBM

.206.16 - 083

Intel

.24.05 - 0.02

Kroger

4.19 + 0.07

Mattel

45.35 • 0.52

McDonalds

101.03 - 0.71

Merck

47_33 + 0.62

Microsoft

19.15 - 0.46

J.C. Penne,

1939 + 0.67

Pepsico, Inc.
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WellPoint, Inc
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Amazon

.261.80 - 1.16

Wal-Mart

76.33 010

Goodyear Tire St Rubber ....1438 + 0.08
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Financial Consultants (L-R):
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Special to the Ledger
The 2013 Hart Memorial TwoLady Golf Scramble will be held
Wednesday, June 5, at Murray
Country Club. This annual event
features a shotgun start at 9 a.m.
The entry fee is $60 for the twolady team and includes lunch,
door prizes and refreshments.
Carts are $30 per team.
There will be contests for
longest drive and closest to the
hole. In addition, there will be a
"Money Tree" and a "Betting
Hole." Entries should be mailed
to Cheryl Pittman, 34 Gill Lane,
Murray, Ky. 42071 or call (270)
436-6137. The entry form may
also be found on the Murray
website,
Country
Club's
www.murraycountryclub.com.
Checks should be made payable
Golf
Ladies
to
MCC
Association. The deadline for
entries is May 31.
The winners of the 2012 Hart
Memorial were Debbie Cooper
and Mindy Hargrove from
Hopkinsville. They fired an 18
hole score of61 ahead of second
place winners Faye Brundige
and Linda Braun with a 64.

&e.n/
_Werninder
The following is a reminder
of an event scheduled this weekend that was recently published
in the Murray Ledger ct Times:
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Freeman will celebrate their
wedding
50th
upcoming
anniversary with a reception on
Sunday, May 26, 2013, at the
New Zion Baptist Fellowship
Building. All family and friends
are invited. The couple requests
no gifts.

Loch

Special I

email: commuoitynewsemarrayledger.coat

DATEBOOK

Golf
scramble
to be held

W.0.W.to hold open house
Woodmen of the World will hold an open
house Saturday, May 25. from 12-3 p.m. at
Camp WOW,93 Schwartz Road, Murray,located just north of the BP station on Hwy. 641 N.
The event includes food, swimming, and the
opportunity to learn about Woodmen of the
World's youth camp. The public is invited to
attend. For more information call (270) 7534377.

Datebook
Kala Dunn,
Community
editor

CCPL to close for holiday
Calloway County Public Library will be
closed Monday. May 27, in observance of
Memorial Day.

Red Cross to collect donations
Photo provided

Math Out of the Bag representatives receive recognition for the National Honor Roll from
Murray State University Provost Dr. Bonnie Higginson.

Annual showcase highlights regional
outreach service at Murray State
By Rebecca Feldhaus
With special guests ranging
from Miss MSU to Racer One,
the Murray State University
office of regional outreach's
annual project showcase celebrated the impact of outreach in
western Kentucky in derby
style. Mint julep tea. Kentucky
hot browns and real Derby Pie
were just some of the accents to
make the project showcase a
fun-filled event. Any way you
slice it. projects funded by
regional outreach this past year
have made a serious and measurable impact• in western
Kentucky.
Each year, the Regional
Advisory Council selects worthy projects to receive funding
provided by the Council on
Postsecondary Education. The
four main goals of the advisory
council are education attainment, quality of life, job creation and collaborative partner-.
ships. All of these were present

in the projects funded through
the fiscal year 2012-13 granting
cycle. Projects included Racer
Academy, Hooked On Science,
Achievement, Get
Junior
Connected, Operation Respect
and more.
This year's event welcomed
Miss MSU, Rayna Gordon, in
singing "My Old Kentucky
Home" before the luncheon
commenced. During the luncheon. Dr. Bonnie Higginson.
MSU provost and current faculty member honored the 2013
recipients of the Presidential
Honor Roll Award. Each year
the president of the United
States honors outstanding community projects for the extraordinary and exemplary community service contributions that
assisted students, faculty and
staff of Murray State University
in addrs4g critical community and national needs. This year
the three project recipients were
Math Out of the Bag,r

Shakespeare in the Schools and
the Martin Luther King Jr. Day
of Service. Representatives
from each project were in attendance to accept their award.
All of the projects displayed at
the event represented a large
population of students and community members Murray State
serves through the office of
regional
outreach.
Gina
Winchester, executive director
of the office, shared that over
the past four years 59 projects
have funded over 373 different
programs collectively impacting over 155,000 individuals in
the region. As a result, over 180
strategic partnerships have been
formed and $2.3 million leveraged to support educational
attainment. The success of this
year's projects set the bar high
for next year's applicants.
Information on applying for
2013-14 funding will soon be
at
available
www.murraystate.edu/outreach.

A Red Cross vehicle will collect donations for Oklahoma tornado victims Friday. May 24. from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church in Benton, 2515 S. Main St. The greatest need is
for monetary donations, which will be spent on supplies. Checks
mailed to the church will be forwarded to the American Red Cross.

Board of Health to meet

Veterans and their families may receive free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for federal and state benefits.
Appointments are available Tuesday, May 28, at the Mayfield VA
Clinic, 1253 Paris Road. Visit the clinic or call (270)247-2455 to
schedule an appointment.

CCPL to offer computer class
Calloway County Public Library will offer "Computer Basics
for Beginners; Session #3: File Management" on Tuesday. May 28,
from 5-7 p.m. Participants learn how to work with and organize the
files and folders on a computer, including how to compress and
unzip a folder. For more information call the library at 753-2288.

Youth football camp to be held
The 2013 Murray Tiger Youth Football Camp will be held at the
MHS football practice field May 28-31 from 9:30-11:30 a.m. The
camp is open to kids in grades 1-6 for the 2013-2014 school year.
The cost of the camp is $30. Registration will start at 9 a.m. May
28. Campers will receive a t-shirt and a football. Campers should
wear a t-shirt, shorts, and cleats if possible. Bring a pair of tennis
shoes in case of rain. To register early or for more information call
Coach Steve Duncan at (270)761-6150.

FDNB to hold luminary tribute
Fort Donelson National Battlefield commemorates Memorial
Day weekend with its annual luminary tribute Saturday. May 25, at
7 p.m. at the Fort Donelson National Cemetery. The Cumberland
Winds will offer a special concert. Bring a chair. Parking is limited.

Kristy & Jake Bass

Good Life to travel to NYC

Alicia & John Bell

The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to New York City
Nov. 14-18.The group will see the Rockettes perform in Radio City
Music Hall, attend a Broadway show, go to a private breakfast and
fashion showing at Macy's and participate in sightseeing, shopping
and more. Limited seating is still available. For more information
or to sign up contact bsykes@themurraybank.com or call 767-3338.

Ashley & Justin Clark
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Amy & Bnan Edwards
Maggie & Kyle Erwin
Jessy & Seth French

'Furniture for Families' needed
The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently or slightly used
furniture and appliances for families who are living in its transitional shelter. Also needed are trac phones. Representatives will Rick
items up,if needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be provided. To donate items, contact Wendy or Michael at 761 6802 or thegentryhouse@gmail.com.

Chelsea & Chase Futrell
Stacey & Michael Galloway
Candace Govern & Chad Henson
Cayla Guge & Zach Nelson
Jennifer & Danny Hart
Bnttainy Henson & Brendan Nix
Ashlee & Bryan Hopkins
Brittney & Ryan Houston
Mindy & Andy Jackson
Heather & Jeff Kirks
Samantha & William Lavender
Mogen & Luis

Macias

Courtney & Kyle McKinney
Holly Morns & Jared Tabers
Reannon Nance & Juan Ramos
Krystian & Robert Payne
Ashlee Redden
Amber & Micah Richardson
Jessica & Jake Robinson
Corey & Isaiah Story
Stevie & Logan Stout
Lindsay & Zac Weeks
Cheyenne & Bobby Wilkerson

Photo provided

Sheila Crosslin, Calloway County SMP coordinator for West
Kentucky Allied Services Inc., will be available for anyone needing
assistance with Medicare and Medicaid. For more information call
Crosslin at(800)294-2731.

Trumpet and horn workshop to be held

Have you been affected by someone else's drinking? Al-Anon,a
support group for friends and family members of alcoholics, will
meet Monday night from 6:30-7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For more information call Diana at 227-0951 or Belinda at
293-5100.

Hiss° & Mark Wilson
Robyn & Jeremy Workman
Whitney & Adam Lassiter
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For movies & showtimes
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or cal our 24 hour onto line
at 753-3314
Children :c Clothing Ar Ac( tsortei

Flonw of All Pungs Nursen.209 N. 12di St.• Murray
753-7534

Medicare,Medicaid assistance available

POLICE APPRECIATION MONTH: Mayor Bill Wells proclaimed May to be Police Appreciation
Month and held a luncheon at the Big Apple for A Watch and a breakfast at Rudy's for C Watch.
Pictured in front of Rudy's on May 13 are, from left, Derek Muskovalley, Keith Covey, Josh
Burkeen, Chris Scott, Jon-Michael Hall, Scott Brown, Chief Jeff Liles, Scott DeShields, Hollis
Crowley and Mayor Bill Wells. Not pictured are Mike Weatherford, Scott Svebakken and John
Townsend.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Trumpet and French Horn
Workshops are set for June 9- I I .
The workshops are designed to
provide an intensive experience
for middle school and high
school students. Campers will
reside on campus during the
course of the workshops.
Activities include ensemble
rehearsals, master classes, individual coaching, warm-up ses-

On your computer or smartphone
go to the Cheri website at
ovw.rnovIselnaiunsy.com

AI tosetries promoted in
Died Pre**.

sions and group lessons.
Murray State faculty members
Dr. Eric Swisher (trumpet) and
Dr. John Dressler (French horn)
will serve as instructors for the
workshops. They will be joined
this year by guest artist Master
Sgt. Tara E. Islas, French homist
with the United States Air Force
Band based in Washington, D.C.
Workshop information, along
with registration forms, i4Pavailable online at www.murand
raystatetrumpets.com
www.murraystatehorns.com.
For more information contact
Swisher at eswisher@murraystate.edu or Dressler at
jdressler@ murraystate.edu

Al-Anon support group will meet

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Mac Coleman,296 Buchanan Ln., New Concord, Ky.42076.

Bazzell Cemetery donations needed
The Bazzell Cemetery, located on Bazzell Cemetery Road just
southwest of Coldwater, is in need of donations to help with the
upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis Sanders,8224 St.
Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY 42071 or call 489-2212.

GetConnected website available

Dr. John Dressler
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Home Decor'Wreaths • Furniture • Metal

$25
Door Prize
Weekly!
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New Merchandise Added Weekly,

25% Off Everything
Closed Monday Mr Memorial Day
Hours Tburc.Fri, Sat &Mon $01:4040 5.01i Sun. 1.00Pv-5:00011

Southeide Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite F & G
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Veterans assistance to be offered

The Mayfield Lighthouse is in need of donations as it renovates
a transitional apartment for its clients. Especially needed at this
time are 100 sheets of sheetrock. To make a financial contribution
as an individual, group or business, call Shanna Kay Bradley.
Director of the Mayfield Lighthouse at(270)247-9226.

Tenia Barr & Jamie Gipson
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The Calloway County Board of Health will conduct a meeting
Tuesday, May 28, at 12 p.m. at the Calloway County Health
Department. The agenda topics will include opening, approval of
prior board meeting minutes,director's report/FYI4 budget presentation, programmatic updates, other items and adjournment. All
meetings are open to the public.

Mayfield Lighthouse is seeking donations

Baby Registry

MurrayI.

Volunteer Murray is an online website for volunteerism in
Murray and Calloway County. The website offers volunteers a list
of opportunities to help local nonprofits. Visit www.volunteermurray.org to sign up. Nonprofit organizations may also use the system
by clicking the Agency Signup button. For more information call
753-0317.

MAG events offered monthly
The Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 500 North Fourth St., holds art
exhibitions, workshops and classes on a monthly basis. The Guild
is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 am. to 3 p.m. and by
appointment. For more information on events, contact the office at
murrayartguild@murray-ky.riet or 753-4059.

Young Authors Camp to be held
Children ages 8-12 are invited to Young Authors Camp, to be
held June 10-14 on the campus of Murray State University. In addition to lots of writing each day, activities include crafts, art and
swimming. To register, contact Debbie Bell or Paul Walker at (2701
809-2401
or
fill
out
the
at
form
registration
http:1/murraystate edu/Libraries/CEAO/YAC sflb.ashx.
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Local students awarded pharmacy camp scholarships
Special to the Ledger
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Murray High School senior
Hunter Cochran and Calloway
County High School senior Alex
Mehr were selected to receive
scholarships from Walter's
Family Pharmacy to attend the
McWhorter School of Pharmacy
Bulldog Pharmacy Camp. The
camp will be held this summer
at Samford University in
Birmingham,-Ala. •
Bulldog Pharmacy Camp
allows high school students to
learn about health careers in
pharmacy. Students engage in
hands-on activities in a pharmacy science lab, participate in
compounding and tour local
healthcare facilities and pharmacies.
Walter's
Family
Pharmacy owner Walter Mehr.
RPh, is a graduate of the
Samford University School of
Pharmacy.
"Walter's Family Pharmacy
is excited to provide this unique
opportunity to the students of
the Murray and Calloway
school systems,- said Mehr."By
offering these scholarships to

Photo provided

Photo provided

Pictured are, from left, Hunter
Mehr, RPh.
the McWhorter School of
Pharmacy Bulldog Pharmacy
Camp. we hope to provide an
important step in the journey of

Cochran and Alex Mehr, scholarship recipients, and Walter
these students reaching their
dreams.Walter's Family Pharmacy
was founded 30 years ago by

Walter Mehr. RPh. and is a
locally-owned pharmacy for the
Murray and Calloway County
community
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CCPL to host
Kentucky authors
Authors scheduled to appear
Special to the Ledger
I he Calloway County Public are Constance Alexander, Lisa
Library will host a special Askew, Tammy Blackwell,
Kentucky' Author Meet and Bobbie Smith Bryant. Berry
Greet event Sunday, June 2, Craig. Susan Page Davis, Laura
from 2-4 p.m. in the library Ewald, Steven Schneiderman,
meeting room.
Judith Shearer, Missy Jenkins
Sandy Linn, programming Smith. Linda Swift and ken
Photo provided head for CCPL, stated. "Many Tucker.
LAMP COFFEEHOUSE: LAMP Homeschoolers of Calloway County Inc. recently held its fifth annual Coffeehouse at the people are unaware of the numThe Alpha Department of the
Murray Family Church. The evening of-performances showcased the various talents of local homeschooled students. To learn ber of very talented authors that Murray Woman's Club will also
more about the LAMP homeschool support group visit www.lamphomeschool net.
we have in our community and be present with copies of the
throughout the region. We Calloway County Pictorial
thought it would be great fun to History and Calloway County
introduce a few of these great Family Pictorial books available
authors to readers as we kick off fOr purchase.
our
suMmer programming."
For more information regardsearch of what he refers to as one place more beautiful than Tennessee. said t4 several of
Special to the Ledger
The infornial come-and-go ing this event or other library
Murray native Kim Tres athan "liminal zones,- transitional another, why we preserve some his kayaking adventures within
has recently published his third areas w here dammed reservoirs places o‘er another and why "Liminal Zones- detailed excur- event will allow people to stop programs contact Sandy Linn at
book. —Liminal Zones: Where give way to the current of the moving water affects us more sions he took with different by and chat with authors, pur- 753-2288 or sandy.linn@calcompanionsfsuch as MC profes- chase books and have them lowaycountylibrary.org.
Lakes End and Rivers Begin" rivers that feed them. For five than a lake.Tre%athan said that, unlike his sor of biology Dr. Drew Crain. signed.
(University of Tennessee Press). years. he scoured the ricers and
A book signing will he held on lakes of America in order to previous books, which he niece Libby Trevathan and
Friday. June 7. at the Murray study the areas, including the described as namitiv es in which Trey athan's dog. Norman, who
State University Bookstore. rivers and creeks of his child- he recounted trips from the is on the Cover of the book.
"Jasper. ho accompanied me
headwaters to the end of the
located in the Claris Center. hood,such as Clarks River.
According to Trevathan,"Iirn- rivers, he wanted to vvrite non- down the length of the
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. The book
will be available for purchase inal- is a term that is used in fiction with more complexity in Tennessee River. died in 2)6."
anthropological contexts to refer structure when he w rote Trevathan said. "Norman is not Special to the Ledger
during the event.
The Humane Society of Calloway County will microchip pets at
a replacement for Jasper, but he
TreVathan has published two to passageways,either in the life "Liminal Zones.local rabies clinics, to be held Wednesday. June 5, and
two
represents
the
cycle
of
paddling
"I
wanted
to
investigate
what
previous books. "Coldhearted process or in the landscape.
— Liminar .could refer to the moving water and the landscape with a companion to going solo Thursday. June 6. from 7-8 p.m. at the new Calloway County
River: A Can6e Odyssey Down
the Cumberland- and "Paddling mouth of a cave, the edge of a means to us as a culture and as and then going back to. sharing Health Department.
the Tennessee River: A Voyage cliff or a threshold in the land- humans,- Trevathan said. "How these places %% ith companions."
The cost for microchipping is $10 per pet. Rabies vaccinations
"It is my v. ish that people are will be provided by the Calloway County Veterinary Association
on Easy Water.- His fiction and scape. It captures the idea of does it affect us spiritually and
essays have also appeared in lit- transition.- Trevathan said. "In how can it transform us'? I want- entertained by the narratives," for $10.
erary journals, including the my book. I'm really interested in ed to go beyond the recreational Trevathan said. "It's not all seriOther rabies vaccination-only clinics will be June 5 from 9-11
New Madrid Review, the places where a lake gives way to and look at what makes certain ous. some funny stuff and bluna.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church and 2-4 p.m. at Lynn
Florida Review, the Texas the river that feeds it and what landscapes ones that we remem- ders in there. tory"
Crawford Shell; June 6 from 9-11 a.m. at the Hazel
Grove
are
able
hope
that
readers
"I
Review and the New Delta those places are like. Some of ber and cherish and what makes
them were really unique and others the ones that we don't. to, in a vicarious way, experi- Community Center and 2-4 p.m. at Almo Fire Station; and June 7
Review.
After the death of his paddling unusual in ways I hadn't experi- What makes a place special to ence the same things .1 did. from 9-11 a.m. at New Concord Church of Christ and 2-4 p.m. at
companion, a German,shepherd enced before outdoors, being us. spiritually and aesthetically'? understand the sort of issues I'm Take Me Back Cafe on Hwy.94-E.
and yellow Labrador retriever sort oti transformative and spiri- I looked at all of this in my getting at and the importance of
For more information about microchipping pets, contact the
mix named Jasper. Trevathan tual places a lot of the time. series of quests within liminal landscape and the danger of Humane Society of Calloway County at (270)759-1884, email
manipulating the landscape." humanesocietykymurray-ky.net or visit the Facebook page. The
began a series of solitary They really affected me in ways zones."
Trevathan. an assistant profes- Trevathan said.
upstream kayaking quests in landscapes hadn't, and I started
office is located at 607 Poplar St., Suite A-1.
trying to figure out what makes sor at Maryville College in east

Timinal Zones' author to hold book signing

Local Humane Society will
..
microchip pets at rabies clinics
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ALEXANDER SCHOLARSHIP: The 2013 recipient of the Eli
M. and Sally L. Alexander scholarship is Murray High School
senior Allyson Futrell. Pictured with Futrell are Stuart
Alexander, son of Eli and Sally, and Nicholas Alexander,
grandson of Eli and Sally. Eli Alexander Sr. served the Murray
Schools for 32 years as a teacher, coach, principal and assistant superintendent. Sally Alexander served on the Murray
Independent School District Board of Education for twelve
years. Mr. and Mrs. Alexander both graduated from Murray
High as well as their three sons. The scholarship is administered through the Murray State Foundation Inc. and the
Murray Independent School District Foundation for
Excellence, and is awarded each year to a Murray High
School senior.
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1mes-Miller 'FuneralTiOnle
311 North 4th Street• Murray
12701 753-7000
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"Friends of.the Family Since 1847"
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Tieritage Tamify 'Funeral-liomc

201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY
270-753-2411
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
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CHINESE• AMERICAN •JAPANESE
Over 180 Items... ALL YOU CAN EAT

The Largest Chinese Buffet in Murray!
OPEN 1' 00-9:30 SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

801 Walmart Drive • 270-761-3888
Larisa Bierds, DVM
Open 800-500

04014/'( ' HEALTH
WELLNESS CENTER

Monday-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY

753-4830
2477 State Route 94 East • Murray
:

10%

Discount

Murray
753-9383

ph
•
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Bulletin
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F'ITII'S BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Budding Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main

Street

753-3540

.nornion
Our Showroom Iv Open Mon.-Ert. 8-4:00
612 South 9th Strew • 753 5719

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 sm.

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m_

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

‘11:JHODIST

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
648.3 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.,
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1406 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adul1 Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Lawn Care
Integrity Commitment Rock-solid service.
www.murraykylawncare.com

761-LAWN

FEIUs TERRACE Of MtAltAY,LLC

(270) 753-7109
www.ferriterrace.com

Karen Glover
Administrator

I )r • Muti.1% l•
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Bring in your
church bulletin
to receive a

FREE
8111 Paramount Drive
Murray

20 oz. Drink
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1400 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 cm.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 cm.
s. III 1.111)

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 am. a 100 p.m.

kr11•1
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am.I COO p.m.
MI.000 RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Rime (Wvy. 444) • New Concord
Ilundey Worship 11:00 a.m 1 0-00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
*22 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 1000 sm.
000 p.
Sunday Worship 11110

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.
DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9.50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

753-0440

alCornerstone

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00.9:15, 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

1001 Whitnell Drive • Murray
(270)753-1916
www.murrayledger.com

kss,i

CHRISTI VS wont.)
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

entER&TIMES

kli\ I

B %PENT Iconti
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p m

Hwy. 641 South
Bel-Air Cantor
Murray

sARZE
LMl

1 7,07, tI.ltlillItl \

1804 State Route 121 North • Murray
(270)753-8888

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
OLD SALEM ROAD
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 950 a.m. & 600 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. &
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 600 p.m.
UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DA SAINTS

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11 -10 a.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EPISCOPAL

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wlswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

INDFPFN DEVI
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Maier Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11.30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1463 Bautzen Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 sm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 cm. a 8:00 p.m.

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
witonasciay Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m.

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m & 600 p.m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Rood South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 cm. a 6:00 p.m.
\ I III 11 11
ST. LEO CATHOUC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 500 p.m.
Sunday Uses 600 a.m. I 11:00 a.m.
‘'N
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9-00 a m
Sunday Worship 10 15 a.m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 WO,Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd A Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

II III I". ‘11's %% II \I ssl
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Routs 121 North
Public Talk 930 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10.30 a.m

1.1 THER

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9.30 a.m.
& 2nd/4l,, Sun. at 6:00 p.m
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
& lst/3rd Sun. at 600 p.m
COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 arm.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
2705 Almo Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
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Hours, Tues.-Thurs. 11-9, Fn.6 Sat, 11-10. Sun. 11-9

506 N. 12th St.• Olympic Plaza • Murray
Carry Out Available... 270-753-9411

TQMIS GRILL
‘rarting .11 $5.14 ,vidilahlr lursd.o Saturda, II:00•3:00
Hours: Ities.-Thurs. 11-9. Fri. & Sal. 1140. Sun. 11-9

BANQUET ROOM FACILITIES
1501 N. 12TH ST.• MURKA1 • 753-4521

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To Help Yours.
1707 W. Main • Murray • 270-753-1962
callowaymonumentco.murray-ky.net
www.callowaymonumentcompany.,com
The Oldest Independent Repair Shop In Slimily
2012 — 50th Annis ersary

opLii Mo.-1-n 7..30-5
619 S. 4111 St.•753-6831
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RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

Heartland ,—
Rehablitation Services

(270) 759-9500
208 South 6th Street • Murray. KY _ _

ti) Life
(JSristhm Zook/ore
Fri Comer of 5th & Main • Court Square
753-1622

FP

405\

COMPANY

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield. KY

id FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
place/or

cktnyiny raid/lot:40s.

203 South 4th Street• Murray
270-753-1854• www.fbcmurray.org
And be ye kind one to another.
tenderhearted,forgiving one another,
even as Godfor Christ's sake
bath forgiven you.
Ephesians 4:32
Glendale Road

Church of Christ

PENTECOS1
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 16:00 p.m.
BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Rockhouse Drive • Alm
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 700 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday worship 6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
NEW JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 16th Street
Sunday School 10:00 sm.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. I 6 p.m.
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PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 945 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

De.

Cunningham
Auto Repair

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 900 a.m.
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a.m.

3
RU
Chapel
Burkeen
church is
mation o

Specializing in Steaks, Pasta, Salads & Sandwichei
I U111.h

COLES CAMPGROUND
UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:50 a.m.
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1101 Glendale Rd • Murray • 753-3714
wwwglendaleroadchurch org
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KFC

205 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-7101

it
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 930 a.m
Sunday Worship 10-45 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
8667 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a m
UNITY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 1100 n.m a 6:30 p.m.
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RUSSELL CHAPEL UPAC WELCOMES PASTOR: Russell
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Chapel United Methodist Church welcomed Bro. Ronnie
Burkeen and wife, Lisa, on April 1 as the new pastor. The
church is located at 229 Rowlett Trail, Murray. For more information or a ride call 753-3949 or 227-1566.
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Death of a beloved pet
Question:
Recently our
hearts were broken by the
death of a beloved little pet.
Does God love animals, too.
Does he have a plan for the
animals after death like he
does for humans?
Answers: Only those who
have experienced the special
qualities that God has given
some of our animal friends can
understand the heartache that
comes with
the death of
a
beloved
pet.
Our
God cares
about all his
creatures,
and
he
expects
humans to
take responWhat Would sibility for
Jesus Do? the proper
care
and
By Richard
Youngblood, management
of all creMinister of
ation. This
University
care
Church of
includes the
Christ
care of animals, even though God may not
have a plan for them after death.
To Job, God declared his wisdom and care for all his creation
by a series of questions.
Concerning animals he asked,
"Do you hunt the prey for the
lioness and satisfy the hunger of
the lions when they crouch in
their dens or lie in wait in a
thicket? Who provides food for
the raven when its young cry out
to God and wander about for
lack of food?" (Job 38:39-41
NIV). The implied answer is
that no one other than God provides for these animals. In the
; New Testament, Jesus said,
! "Look at the birds of the air;
they do not sow or reap or store
away in barns, and yet your
heavenly Father feeds them"
: (Matthew 6:26). He also said
: that the heavenly Father does
not allow even a sparrow to fall
: to the ground apart from his will
(Matthew 10:29).
Not only does God care about
the animals, but he has also
charged humanity with the
responsibility of properly managing every part of his creation.
God made man ruler over the
works of his [God's] hands,
including "all flocks and herds,
and the beasts of the field, the
birds of the air, and the fish of
the sea" (Psalm 8:6-8; cf.
Genesis 1:28). Although God
permits the eating of meat
(Genesis 9:3-4), he also
demands wise ecological use of
this resource. The law to Israel
said that if someone found a
bird's nest with a mother sitting

•ay"
•
•
twie
‘tet

on the young or the eggs, he
should not take both the mother
and the young (Deuteronomy
22:6-7). To take both would cut
off future food
supply.
Concerning the use of animals
for domestic purposes, Proverbs
12:10 says, "A righteous man
cares for the needs of his animal."
However, a distinction is
made between animals and man
in the creation story. God said,
"Let us make man in our image,
in our likeness." The same is
not said of the animals. While
humans will give an account of
their deeds before God in judgment, nothing like this is said of
animals (Matthew
12:36;
Hebrews 9:27).
Based on the above scriptures,
I conclude that animals are a
part of God's amazing creation
given to bless our lives on earth.
They are a part of the creation
that declares the glory of God
and makes him known to us
(Psalm 19:1-6; Romans I: I 920). From the colorful plumage
of the peacock to the grandeur
of the horse and the playful
antics of the monkey,God made
them all. He has even endowed
some of them with a sense of
loyalty and unconditional love
toward their human masters that
can touch the most hardened of
hearts.
While some people may not
have had the experiences to
appreciate your sense of loss
when a pet dies,others have. Be
thankful for the wondrous companionship of one of God's
creatures even though shortlived. Above all, keep your eyes
on the Father who continues to
bless us with everything we
need for life and godliness (2
Peter 1:3). Learn from God's
creatures, and determine to trust
in his goodness as the giver of
every good and perfect gift
(James 1:17). Even from the
death of one of God's creatures,
we are reminded that life for all
of us in this world is limited.
But through faith in Jesus
Christ, we can have a hope of
blessings eternal that will more
than compensate for our losses
here. We can live in God's presence where he will wipe every
tear away and where there will
be no more death or mourning
or pain, for the old order of
things has passed away. God
will make all things new (Revelation 21:3-4).
[Send questions or comments to University Church of
Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray,
KY 42071 or phone 270-7531881. This article is reproweb:
on
duced
the
www.nclirist.org

Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Guest speaker Chuck Houston
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Dexter Baptist: Bro. David
Little, pastor, will speak at both
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School is at 10
a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing. pastor. will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School is at 9:45
a.m. Wednesday Bible Study is
at 7 p.m. For more information
call 761-4815.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church: Bro. David Allbritten,
pastor, will speak at the II a.m.
worship service. Sunday School
is at 10 a.m. Their website is
www.kirkseyumc.org. For more
information call (270) 4892910.
Palestine United Methodist
Church: The church is located
about five minutes from
Kentucky Lake just off of U.S.
Hwy. 80 on Palestine Church
Road in east Calloway County.
Old Salem Road Missionary
Baptist Church: Sunday's service is at 11 a.m. The church is
located 2447 Old Salem Road,
Murray.
Grove
Lynn
United
Methodist Church: Sunday
School is at 9 a.m. Worship is at
9:30 a.m. Bible Study is at the
church every first and third
Wednesday night at 6 p.m. The
church is located just off U.S.
Hwy. 94 W. in the Lynn Grove
community at 37 Browns Grove
Road.
St. Leo Parish: A culturally

diverse Catholic community,
empowered by the Holy Spirit,
is committed to worshipping
God and providing for the spiritual development of the parish
and the larger community
through liturgy, service and
evangelization. Vigil Mass is at
5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish Mass
is at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday
Masses are at 8 am.and II a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church:
Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Pastor David Cunningham leads
morning worship at 11 a.m. and
an evening service at 6 p.m.
Prayer service is at 5:30 p.m.
The church is located at 232
Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Hart, minister,
will speak about "Jumping from
Moving Chariots" with scripture
from Acts 8:36-38 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. At the 6 p.m.
worship service involvement
minister Nick Hutchens will
speak about "Sing A New Song"
with scripture from Psalm 96:16. Assisting will be Todd
Walker, associate minister/song
leader, Garry Evans, youth minister, Bobby Eike, Grundy
Falwell, John Miller, Tim Stark,
Rob
Thompson,
Andrew
Falwell, Mark Rogers. Tommy
Schroader and Steve Dublin.
Bible classes begin at 10:15 a.m.
First Baptist: Keith Inman,
senior pastor, will speak at the
8:30 and 11 am. worship services. There will be no evening
activities. Bible Study is at 9:45
a.m.
South
Pleasant
Grove
United Methodist: Pastor
Eugene Nichols will speak on
"Passing It On" with scripture
from John 16:12-15 at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Greeters
will be Carolyn Can-away and
Janice Nesbitt. Acolytes will be
Emma Stalls and Sunny Clark.
Dana Nichols will deliver the
children's message. Ashley

Jackson will teach children's
church. Judy English will keep
the nursery. Sunday school
begins at 9:45 a.m.
First Christian (Disciples):
The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin,senior minister, will speak on
"Come, Holy Spirit. Come!"
with scripture from Acts 2:-21 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
The Chancel Choir will sing
"For the Beauty of the Earth."
Mark Dycus is the minister of
music with Donnie Hendrix,
organist,Judith Hill, pianist, and
Monte Fisher, guitarist. Sunday
School is at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritten, pastor, will speak about "Word of
Mouth" with scripture from
John 1:43-51 at the 9 a.m worship service. The lay liturgist for
May is Tom Villaflor. Emily
Brunn and Jesse Lewis will
serve as greeters. Brittany Lane
and Emily Brunn will serve as
acolytes. The Rev. Allbritten
will deliver the children's message. The choir will be directed
by Tina Sexton with Pat Brunn,
Ken Claud, Renee Doyle. or
Carla Halkais as accompanist.
The Sunday night youth activities and Bible study for both
Kirksey and Goshen churches
will meet at Goshen at 6 p.m.
Sunday School is at 10:15 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham, pastor. w ill speak
at both the 11 a.m. worship service and the 6 p.m. woeship service. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
with James Rickman, director,
opening. Kevin Crawford is
music director with Mary Davis
and Glenda Rowlett, musicians.
Don Rowlett is assistant music
director. The Youth Group
"Shire" will meet at 6 p.m.
Sunday night.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham. pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Jimmy Hale will serve

as Deacon of the Week.
Assisting
will
be
Phil
McCuiston, Gene Collins,
Charles Craig, Teddy Futrell,
Todd Hall, Bobby Hopkins,
Sherman Lawson and Mike
Scott, ushers. Sunday School is
at 9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Bro. Jim
Simmons will speak at the 10:30
a.m. worship service. Special
music will be "Sweet Beulah
Land." There will be no evening
worship. Deacons of the week
will be Danny Richerson and
Randall Winchester. Greeters
will be Margaret and Justice
Wisehart, Chuck and Lisa
Houston and June Batts. Scott
Douglas is minister to students,
Mike Crook is minister of music
and Penny Perkins is children's
minister. Sunday School is at
9:30 am.
Memorial Baptist: Martin
Severns, pastor, will speak at the
8:30 a.m. and 10:50 a.m. services, as well as the 6 p.m. Sunday
evening service. Bible Study is
at 9:40 a.m. Wednesday night
prayer meeting and Bible study
begins at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall. There are children's and youth classes also.
The college Bible study begins
at 8 p.m. The church is located
at 906 Main St.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Bob Saywell, associate
pastor, will speak about "God Is
At Work" with scripture from
John .16:1-15 at the 8:45 a.m.
early light service and 11 a.m.
traditional service. Acolytes will
be Jaxon Price and Allyson
Carson. Susan Blackford is
Praise Team director, Dr.
Pamela Wurgler is Chancel
Choir director and Joan Bowker
is organist. Sunday School is at
9:50 a.m.
University Church of Christ:
Charley Bazzell, pulpit minister,

•See Page 8A
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CHURCHES
Pleasant Hill to hold
homecoming
Pleasant Hill Pentecostal
Church, at 15283 Linton Road
near Canton. will hold a homecoming Memorial Day weekend. The Beelers, three siblings
from Powell,Tenn., will provide
music and ministry for the
event. A Sunday morning service will be held at 10:45 a.m.,
followed by a noon potluck and
a 2 p.m. gospel concert. For
more • information
email
phc@twc.com or call (270)8751953.
"

Greater Hope
Baptist to celebrate
anniversary
Hope
Greater
Baptist
Church, 711 River Road, will
celebrate its 20th church
anniversary Sunday, May 26, at
2 p.m. The guest speaker will be
the Rev. Chris Rainer, pastor of
St. Paul Baptist Church in
Medon, Tenn. Dinner will be
served upon arrival of the guest
church. Pastor Jevon Q. Catlett
invites the public to attend.

Homecoming to be
held at Coldwater
The Coldwater Church of
Christ,8467 State Route 121 N.,
Murray, will hold its 79th annu-

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

al homecoming Sunday. May place, songs, games, snacks and
26. Mike Ernstberger will be the more. Families may attend
featured speaker. Services will either a morning session from 9be held at 10:15 a.m. and 1 p.m., 11:30 a.m. or an evening session
with Bible study at 9:30 a.m. A from 6-8:30 p.m. daily. A June
fellowship meal will follow the 15 commencement service at
morning service. The public is 4:30 p.m. will be followed by a
invited to attend.
community fish fry at 6 pm.For
more information call 436-2564
293-8367.
or
Vacation Bible

p.m. nightly. For more information call 293-5282. The public is
invited to attend.

GloryBound
to host concert

GloryBound will have a special Memorial Day gospel music
concert Saturday. May 25,from
6-8 p.m. at the Goshen Family
School to be heJ
Fellowship Center in Stella, Ky.
Vacation Bible
Memorial Baptist Church,
Special musical guests include
located at 10th and Main Streets School to be held
For Heaven's Sake,For Him and
in Murray, will host Vacation
Dexter Baptist Church, locat- Faith's Crossing. There is no
Bible School for children ages 3 ed at 76 Church St. in Dexter, admission charge. For more
years through sixth grade June will hold a Vacation Bible information call Renee Taylor at
3-7 from 5:30-8 p.m. The theme School for babies through (270) 753-8124 or Pat Lea at
is "Big Heart Farms - Where teenagers June 4-6 from 6-8:30 (270) 761-2666.
God's Fruit Grows." Family
night will be June 7 at 5:30 p.m.
For more information, please
call the church office at 7533182.

Poplar Spring to
hold VBS
A summer family event
"Athens:
called
Paul's
Dangerous Journey to Share the
Truth" will be held at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church June 1014. Families step back in time at
Athens, exploring some of the
adventures the Apostle Paul
faced. Events include a market-

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway )(1fir (iip
County
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Check Out These Great Homes!
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

JOIN US FOR MEMORIAL DAY!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

231 Ezell Road • MLS:70107
This one owner home is sItil.tted

813 North 18th Street • MLSS70362
Dehghtful Home in Murray' This affordabk property is conveniently hated
see shopping, entertainment, restaurants. and the MSU campus Inside you II
find a spacious listag/dming area. dime bedrooms,and a cheerful kitchen over
looking the eipisave. fenced hack yard The bathroom Ms been remodeled
sail my flooring and wall board Fresh pour at most rooms and tefintshed
hardwood floors Priced at rust 591.900 Call or ant (2701 227-2711 for your
private at.

nearly 3 IKTIN pill 11111111UtCS 1n .n,
Features include 3-4 bedrooms. 2 bath.
2 car attached garage. 2 car detached garagamakshop. RV storsg,
partially fenced. lots of siorage, yanked ceilinp, ode cabillea. all
appliances stay Don't let this one gm away' Call Wilma at 270.291
8989 for your personal sour

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday

KELLER
WILLIAMS„,

Closed Mondays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypromprIngsresorl ear

SUN Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270 436 S4c)6
Becky 9pain
(270) 227-2731

FX l' 1
1,2 I

I. 1 1.- NCI:
\ I I

301 N. 12th St.
University Square • Murray. KY
(270)753-1492

WINN Wood%
(2701 243498/

•Bulletins ...
prayer. Danny Claiborne is song
leader. Sunday school is at 9
a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Mackie Gallimore, minister, will
speak about "Why Should We
Obey God?" with scripture from
Luke 6:46 at the 9:50 a.m. worship service. The 6 p.m worship
service will be a congregational
singing. Wednesday's service

From Page 7A
will speak on "We Are Adoptive
Sons and Daughters of God" at
the 10 a.m, worship service with
scripture from Ephesians 1:5.
Wes Claiborne will be the
speaker at the 5 p.m. service.
Tommy Reid will lead opening
prayer. Dan Davis will preside at
the
Lord's Table. Steve
McCuiston will lead closing

begins at 6 pm, Bible Study is
at 9 a.m.
Northside Baptist Church:
Pastor Brett Miles will speak
about "The Question" with
scripture from Psalm 42:1-5 at
the 10 a.m. worship service.
Dakota Feagin and Shania
Bridges are greeters. Kathy
Ligon, Julie Stone and Susan
Yarbrough will present special

music. A picnic in the park will
of
Church
Friendship
be held at 4 p.m. with recogni- Christ: Joey Glisson will teach
tion of graduates Dakota Feagin, the 10 a.m. adult Bible study
Shania Bridges and Ashley class and will speak at the 11
Harpole. Max McGinnis is wor- am. worship service. The 6 p.m.
ship leader. Pamela Seward is evening service will be a conpianist and Janet Arnold is gregational singing with felloworganist. Sunday School is at 9 ship after services.
am. AWANAS, youth groups,
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
Bible study and prayer will be Carol S. Wade will speak on
held Wednesday at 7 p.m.
"The Crucible of Waiting" at the

10:45 a.m. worship service with
scripture from Psalm 130 and
John 11:1-5. Special music by
soloist Chris Mitchell will be
"Every Time I Feel The Spirit."
Chris Mitchell is interim choir
director. Accompanist is Christy
D'Ambrosio. Ushers will be
Donna Leigh, Eva Hopkins and
Bev and Ron Reuter.
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including dinner for four at Cypress Springs Restaurant,
two-night stay in Belle's Country Cottages, and a FREE one-day
pontoon boat rental from Cypress Springs Resort & Marina!
Register by noon, Wednesday, May 29• Winner announced in Murray Ledger & Times on Friday, May 31.

Cypress Springs

R esta WWII!
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REGISTER TODAY FOR A KENTUCKY LAKE WEEKEND GETAWAY
Register by noon, Wednesday, May 29 at any of the participating businesses on this page.
Winner will be announced in the Murray Ledger & Times on Friday, May 31.
Coupon not necessary to enter. include name, address and phone on paper Winner drawn at random from entries received

NAME

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
Register to win an
Outdoor Adventure Kit
including a 15 LED Lanterii,
Digital Fishing Scale,
Schrade Hunting Knife
and LED Flashlight!
1300 North 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4424 • 1-800-821-3367

FirstChoice FireArms
"Your Hometown Gun & Ammo Store"
• Holsters • Flashhghts • Ammunition
• Scopes • Safes • Ammo Magazines
• Much, Much More

PHONE

• Deer
Ctifts
• Supplies jpoi‘
• Wine
• Liquor
• Novelties
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Receive 200/0 OFF a Tune Up!
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BBQ • RIBS • CHICKEN
408 N. 4th Street • Murray
Now Serving Brisket!
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REGISTER TO WIN A KENTUCKY LAKE WEEKEND GETAWAY AT ANY ONE OF THESE BUSINESSES!
DECISIONS

DECISIONS

DECISIONS

WE COULDN'T DECIDE EITHER,
SO WE GOT IT ALL!

CELLAR

011111
WINE &SPIRITS

RFC/STIR AT 7WO lOCATIOA/V,
200 A N. 12th St.• Murray,KY • 753-3086
Hwy.641 S.• Hazel, KY•492-8839

St. • Murray, KY 4201
vrww.shopgate28.00m

1310 N 12TH ST•270-761-WINE
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for Monthly Specials
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GALLOWAY COUNTY
PUBLIC LIBRARY'
Stop by & register,
but also browse our
many books, magazines,
DVD's, Blu Rays
g Computers
„

food stores
100%
Employee Owned

Stock up for your
Summer Cookouts!
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521 S. 12711 ST.• MURRAY,KY 42071
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30th Annual
Kings and
Queens set
for June 1-2

District Champs!

The 30th annual Kings and
Queens Golf Tournament at the
Murray Country Club will be
June 1-2, according to club business manager Marcia Beam.
Information sheets have been
mailed to area golf clubs and to
those golfers who have participated in the tournament in the
past.
The two-ball scramble will
have starting times of 8 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. on the first day.
Those couples who had the
morning tee time the first day
will play in the afternoon the
second day. Those who had the
afternoon tee time will play in
the morning the second day.
Lunch will be Provided after
the morning round and before
the afternoon round both days.
There will be six flights with
cash prizes for the first five
places ($300, $200, $150, $125
and $100) with a field at least
85% full. In addition, there will
be prizes for the longest drive
and the closest to the pin both
days.
The entry fee is $125 per couple and includes the green fee
(cart is extra) for a practice
round of golf, mulligans both
days and lunch both days. Carts
for the two-day tournament are
$60.
Entry fees may be mailed to
Murray Country Club,P.O. Box
310, Murray,KY 42071. Checks
should be made out to Murray
Country Club K & Q.
For more information, contact
Beam at 270-762-0068 or Kevin
Holcomb, club pro, at 270-7539430.
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*** 4th DISTRICT BASEBALL TOURNAMENT ***
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FRIDAY,
MAY 24, 2013

Murray State All-American
sprinter Alexis Love qualified
for the quarterfinals of the 100meter dash Thursday afternoon
at the NCAA East Regional in
Greensboro, N.C. Love finished fourth in her heat running
a time of 11.57.
•See LOVE, 2B

TIGERS TAKE
4TH DISTRICT
TITLE,LAKERS
TAKE SECOND
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Fittingly, the championship
game of the 2013 4th District
Tournament was an extra-inning
and one-run affair.
Murray's Tanner Foster's RBI
single scored John Lollar in the
bottom of the eighth at Ty
Holland Thursday as the Tigers
rallied to down defending
regional champion Calloway
County 3-2..
Down 2-0 going into the bottom of the sixth, Murray used
singles from Will Adams and
Zach Grogan and an RBI double
from Dustin Bevil to tie the game
at 2-2.
With Murray ace John Lollar
striking out five in two innings
of relief work, the Tigers scored
the winning run off Laker reliever Tyler Greer with two outs in
the eighth. Lollar walked, Bevil
DAVID RAMEY / Ledger & Times
singled and Foster's single to (Top) The Murray High Tigers celebrate after winning the 201 3 4th District Championship over Calloway County at Ty
center allowed Lollar to just beat Holland The Tigers downed the Lakers 3-2 in extra innings, Tanner Foster had the walk-off hit for Murray. (Bottom)
a throw from Calloway's Dan) Calloway's Tyler Greer beats the throw to second during the Lakers 4-1 4th District semi-final win.
Satterwhite at the plate.
Grogan's single in Murray's sixth inning.
Both teams advance to Monday's regional That injury, with Calloway leading 2-0,
tournament at Brooks Stadium.,The regional seemed to turn the tide.
tournament draw will be held today.
"It was a strange inning and we kind of
Lollar,
andtt#11yown - who start- lost our composure - starting with me,"
ed the game, all worked for the Tigers from-the Laker coach Zach Hobbs said. "If..couple
mound Thursday.
of things change - we win the game 2-1. But
"The plan all along was to set ourselves up that's the way it goes. But we are in the
the best we could for the regional tournament," regionat tournament. We would obviously
Murray coach Mitch Grogan. "The guys earned prefer to go in as a district winner - but we
the right for us to be able to set things up and we are in.
wanted to take advantage of it."
Andy Fraher started the title game and
But as happy as he is to have his pitching staff worked 6 2/3 innings, holding Murray to
ready for the regional. Grogan was thrilled to see give hits before giving to Greer in the bothis team rally.
torn of the seventh.
"Every time we fell down, we got back up.
Calloway earned the berth in the district
When they hit us, we hit back," Grogan said. title game and the regional tournament with
"We found a way there at the end. You can't real- a 4-I win over Marshall County.
ly put a value to go into the regional tournament
After Marshall took a 1-0 lead, the game
with a game like that against a rival and end up turned in the fourth when Calloway's Dain
coming up on top due to the execution."
Satterwhite threw out Evan Owen trying to
Foster, Adams and Bevil all had two hits for score on a base hit by Chase Clark.
Murray.
Calloway's senior Tyler Green led off the
Even though Calloway fell short of the dis- fourth with a single, stole second and scored
trict title, they did reach the goal of a third- on a double by Hugh Paschall. After a single
straight trip to the regional tournament and a by Andy Fraher, Satterwhite's sacrifice fly
chance to defend their 2012 regional title.
to center scored Pashall and put Calloway
They may have to do it without Wade Carter up 2-1.
- who was injured trying to chase down Zack
•See BASEBALL, 2B

grogiri

*** 4th DISTRICT SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT ***

SES!

CCHS advances

CISIONS

CALLOWAY'S BIG INNING ENDS
LADY TIGER SEASON,LADY
MARSHALS TAKE TITLE

EITHER,
LL!

weeks weeks of the season we
have started doing."
Murray High head coach
Win and you are in.
Rick Grogan wanted to his
That was the mindset of Lady Tigers to be aggressive at
High
and the plate in order to get to
both
Murray
Calloway County going into Calloway's Laken Kelso early
Thursday nights 4th District and everything went according
semifinal.
to plan.
And as the game got underMurray struck for two runs
way it was clear neither team in the first and drove up
would go down without a fight. Laken's pitch count through
But it was the Lady Lakers the first two innings.
who were able to deliver the
In one at bat alone in the
knockout blow with a big fifth second Laken had to use 20
inning rally and land the 7-4 pitches to get Prestley Blanc to
victory.
line out and a dozen more to
"I'm so proud of these get out of the inning.
kids," Calloway County head
"We did what we wanted to
coach Troy Webb said. "They do," Grogan said. "We worked
didn't hang their heads, they hard in practice and had a goal
didn't quit, they didn't give up to come out early and get them
and that's the thing I think over in a tough situation and we did
the last two, three or four that."
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer

61-WINE

'AY C()PA

NICK DOLAN / Ledger & Times

Murray High's Prestley Blane beats the throw to
Calloway's Haley Glyn as she steals second during the
4th District semifinal against the Lady Lakers. Calloway
went on to win 7-5 but lost in the title game to Marshall.

But she would come back in
But in the fifth the Lady
Lakers caught on and came
the third and retire the side.
It was in the bottom of the through with a huge inning.
Kristen Kelly's single up the
third that the Lady Lakers tied
middle squirted under the ceothe game at two a piece.
However, the tie would not ter fielders glove. alloWing
last as the Lady Tigers came both Ashlyn Stalls and Hal4
back and plated two more in Glynn to tie the game with ine
outs.
the top of the fourth.
Kelly reached second op the
A single started the frame
and after a sac bunt and bunt play and third on a passed bait_
Kelsey Douglas' singled to
single by Prestley. Bayleigh
Blanc's swinging bunt crawled score Kelly for the go afiedd
between third and short giving run and eventual winning run
Douglaslater scored on a buN
Murray the 3-2 advantage.
Liz Grogan followed with single by Peyton Garland.•
Kayli Kelso also doubled in
an RBI double but that would
the inning and her pinch runbe it for the Lady Tigers.
The Lady Lakers threatened ner, Claire Contri. scored on a
single from Danielle Potts.
in the fourth but left wanting.
Calloway's five run fifth
Murray
High's
starter
gave
them a 7-4 lead andlliftit
Savannah Grogan had been
controlling the Lady Lakers losing the lead twice the tady
Tigers could not fight back:::
bats all game.
"You have to give it
for
She mixed up pitches and
was able to use her offspeed (Calloway County) bediatie
pitches to keep Calloway off they didn't quit," Grogan said.
guard and pile up some strike "They chipped away at us,Yon
II See SOFTBALL. 211'
outs.
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USA BASKETBALL

Krzyzewski returning to coach

ICOIM°1")
Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
stuart alexat Or'alt4,)
, rt) 0.II
(270)753-4703

WON 'BEARD
AP Basketball Writer

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
4th District Baseball Tournament
at Murray High
Thursday
Calloway Co 4 Marshall Co 1
Murray Htgh 3 Calloway Co 2
4th District Softball Tournament
at Calloway Co
Thursday
Calloway Co 7 Murray High 5
Marshall Co 5 Calloway Co 3

2nd District Tournament
at Heath
Thursday
e Oar 8 Paducah Tilghman 2
3rd DIstr1ct Tournament
at Graves Co.
Wednesday
St Mary 4 Ballard Memorial 2

Prep Baseball
let District Tournament
at Hickman Co.
Wednesday
HiClonan Co 8 Fulton Gay 1

III Love...
From Page 1B
The quarterfinals of the 100
dash will be run at 5:30 on
Friday night from Irwin Belk
Track on the campus of North
Carolina A&T. Love's first race
in the 200-meter dash will take
place at 7 p.m. central time.
Sharda Bettis will make her
meet debut Friday for the
Racers as she will run at 4 p.m.

in the 100-meter hurdles. The
quarterfinals of the 100 hurdles
and 200 will be run on
Saturday at 6:05 and 6:35 p.m.,
respectively.
Qualifying teams and individuals advance to the 2013
NCAA Division 1 Outdoor
Track
and
Field
Championships in Eugene,
Ore., on June 5-8, 2013.

•Softball...
From Page 1B
just have to hand it to them,
they out played us.
."It's tough' when you're
young and inexperienced that
sometimes one play leads to
another oneand we kind of did
that a little bit," Grogan said
about a few missed opportunities to grab easy outs in the
fifth.
Laken closed out the game
by setting down six of the last
seven batters - two by strikeout.
"Defensively we got our
minds right," Webb said.
"What good teams start to do is
close the door when you get the
lead'and we did that.
"After we got the five spot
in the fifth we told the you
have to shut them down. The
first out is important and we go
the lead off hitter out. We didn't do it in the fourth but our
kids tame out and battled again
tonight. Laken threw strikes
and we started making plays.
I'm just so proud of these kids
and out coaching staff. It's a
big big boost for our young
kids."
As the Lady Lakers season
continues the Lady Tigers have
to move on to the offseason and
hope.to get healthy and focused
for next year.
'it was a tough season
because we battled with injury
and .illness to a large degree
and I probably made our schedule too tough," Grogan said.
"When you have a team like
ours that is just trying to gain
experience its tough to bounce
back after a tough loss and face
a team that is just as tough or
tougher.
"We need to get some of our
girls playing in the summer and
get as much experience as we
can because this is where you
get better in the off season."

In the district finale waited
the Lady Marshals, a team the
Lady Lakers had not scored a
run against all season.
But a visibly tired Calloway
squad would not be deterred.
After being down two after
three and five after five after
five, the Lady Lakers made a
comeback.
They livened up along with
their bats and struck for three
runs in the final inning.
Douglas walked to start the
inning and later scored on a
Garland sac bunt.
Kayli also scored after she
singled and was brought
around by Potts who crossed
the plate after Stalls singled up
the middle.
However the comeback
would fall short and leave the
Lady Marshals as the 2013 4th
District Fastpitch Softball
Champion.
"We didn't quit," Webb said.
"We didn't quit and Laken
pitching the two games like she
did and every kid from top to
bottom on this roster had a role
in tonight.
"We achieved our goal of
getting into the regional tournament but we had a chance to
win at the end and that's all you
can ask. The kids didn't quit
and I'm proud of them."
And with the regional draw
tomorrow afternoon and the
regional tournament beginning
Monday. Calloway hopes for a
favorable draw to keep it's season going.
"It's one game at a time."
Webb said about his team's
postseason mindset. The draw
is going to be big tomorrow but
the way we're playing over the
last month and a half, who
knowt."

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
just couldn't pass on "the ultimate honor" of representing his
country again as the U.S. men's
national team coach.
Krzyzewski is returning as
coach through 2016, extending
a run that included leading the
Americans to two straight
Olympic golds while helping
reshape a program that needed
a jolt to keep up with the
growth of international basketball.
"I really thought I wasn't
going to do it," Krzyzewski
said during a news conference
Thursday. "But now that I am
doing it, I can tell you I am
doing it with 100 percent commitment and passion — but
with seven years of experience
of having done it before."
Krzyzewski. 66, took over
as coach as USA Basketball
began its national-team program in 2005. Since then,
Krzyzewski has led the U.S.
men's team filled with NBA
stars to Olympic gold medals
in Beijing in 2008 and London
in 2012. He also led the
Americans to the gold at the
2010
FIBA
World
Championship, and the team
has a 50-game winning streak
dating back to 2006.
Krzyzewski — a graduate of
the U.S. Military Academy and

a former Army captain who
also spent five years as coach
at West Point — had said several times that London would
be the final stop of his international coaching career. But
USA Basketball chairman Jerry
Colangelo wanted to wait on
any discussion until after
Krzyzewski finished his season
with Duke.
His patience paid off,
prompting Colangelo — speaking by teleconference — to say
he was happy to continue what
had been "a heck of a ride and
a great journey."
"I'm kind of old-fashioned, I
never really accepted the fact
he wasn't coming back,"
Colangelo said. "I felt time
would be what he needed in
terms of a tonic to ... weigh the
positives and whatever negatives there may be. I just think
it's a perfect fit for him.
"I think his legacy is very
much tied to USA Basketball as
it is certainly is to Duke
University. I could not have
picked a better guy to be in that
foxhole with than Coach K."
Colangelo apparently didn't
miss an opportunity to persuade Krzyzewski to return.
The coach said Colangelo took
his wife, Mackie, to dinner as
part of his push and once tried
to sell him on returning over a
meal of "room-service pizza
and some chicken fingers."
"You got me pretty cheap,"

,Krzyzewski quipped.
Krzyzewski said he conferred with his family before
deciding to return: He has also
said several times over the
years that being the U.S. coach
has made him better at his job
at Duke, where he has won
most of his 957 career victories
to rank as the winningest coach
in Division 1 men's basketball
history. He's won four NCAA
championships. reached 11
Final Fours and won 13
Atlantic Coast Conference
tournaments with the Blue
Devils.
Last year, Duke notched its
13th 30-win season before
falling to eventual champion
Louisville in the NCAA
regional finals.
"I got better doing it,"
Krzyzewski said of his time as
U.S. coach. "Just like a player
gets better from doing it, we all
got better. And that energizes
you because it's like a teacher
learning new material. I'm 66. I
don't know how you're supposed to feel at 66. I never
think of my age. ... But I feel
energetic, passionate. wanting
to achieve."
Krzyzewski's commitment
to coach the team means he
will be on the bench for the
2014 FIBA Basketball World
Cup in Spain as well as the
2016 Olympics in Rio de
Janeiro. His oncourt work over
the next four summers begins

with a team mini-camp in Las .
Vegas in July.
With Krzyzewski in charge,
the Americans are 62-1 over
the last seven years.
NBA players.were first used
in the 1992 Olympics and an
NBA coach had always led the
team during that time. But as
international
competition
steadily improved. once-invulnerable American teams finished sixth in the 2002 FIBA
World Championship then lost
three times en route to a bronze
in the 2004 Olympics in
Athens.
Krzyzewski's first U.S. team
ended up with a bronze— bring
the 2006 World Championship,
but has won ever since. Along
the way. NBA players like
LeBron James have praised
Krzyzewski's work melding a
collection of stars into a cohesive team.
The coach sounds eager to
get started again.
"I've loved it and I think the
players have loved it, and I
think people can see that,"
Krzyzewski said. "And you
want to do it again. I think people think that because we have
all these guys, you just roll out
the ball and you're going to
win. That's a very arrogant way
of looking at it, and it's that
arrogance that got us into the
spot we were before and think
ing that no one's good."

NFL

MLB

Committee hits
stretch run for
NY-NJ Super Bowl

Lyons leads Cardinals
past Padres,5-3-

TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Writer

months away and no one knows it
better than Al Kelly, the chief
executive of-the New York-New
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. Jersey host committee.
(AP) — The NFL draft is history.
In the past two years, Kelly
Organized team activities are has built an organization. made
under way. Minicamps will fol- plans, recruited volunteers and
low next month, and training spent hours with local, state and
camps will open a month after federal authorities making sure
that.
everything connected with the
The 2013 season is on the game will go off without a hitch,
horizon and so is the cold-weath- whether it snows or rains or sleets
er Super Bowl.
or — unexpectedly — is pleasant.
The title game on Feb. 2 at
Bottom line is the stretch run
MetLife Stadium is less than nine for the big game has started.

•Baseball...
From Page 18
The Lakers added two more
in the sixth . Wagner walked,
moved to second on a wild
pitch and to third on a groundout by Greer. Pashall then
reached on a fielder's choice
when Marshall's Hunter Jaco
saved a run with a diving stop.
But Calloway pushed across a
run on a double steal by
Paschall and Fraher and after a
single by Satterwhite , Caleb
Brannon's RBI double plated
another marker.
That was enough for Connor
Wagner, who went the distance

EEKENti VENNI

for the Lakers, giving up just
three hits.
"We tried to be aggressive
and we were in that first game
— and we were all night,"
Hobbs said. "If you get out of
this district, you've got a shot
to win the region. That's been
our goal all year. We wanted to
be ready for the first game of
the district tournament. Now,
we get to get ready for the first
game of the regional tournament."

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Tyler
Lyons scrolled through his phone,
scanning all the text messages
congratulating the left-hander on
his winning major league debut.
His teammates were quite appreciative, too.
Lyons pitched seven solid
innings on the same day St. Louis
lost Jaime Garcia for the season.
and the Cardinals beat the San
Diego Padres 5-3 on Wednesday
night.
"It was everything I could ask
for," said Lyons. who also got his
first major league hit on a single
in the sixth. "I pitched well, I got
a hit and we won the ballgame. It
doesn't get much better than that."
Lyons, who was promoted
from Triple-A Memphis after
Garcia went on the 'disabled list,
used an effective sinker to limit
the Padres to one run and four
hits.
Lyons continued a positive
trend this season for St. Louis,
which has used six rookie starting
pitchers already. Lyons is the second lefty to get a win in his major
league debut in the last nine days.
The other is John Gast, who beat
the New York Mets on May 14.
"It's been of great benefit to
get solid outings out of some
young pitchers," manager Mike
Matheny said. "These guys have
come into some tough situations
and performed admirably."
While Lyons pitched well,San
Diego rookie Burch Smith failed
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to record an out in the second
inning for the second time in
three major league starts.
The right-hander struggled
with his command, walking three
before he was lifted with no outs
in the second. Tim Stauffer came
in and got Matt Holliday to hit
into a double play, but Matt
Carpenter scored to give the
Cardinals a 4-0 lead.
Smith allowed five hits and
has given up 15 runs and 16 hits
in just 7 1-3 innings. The Padres
will make a corresponding roster
move on Friday at Arizona.
Holliday had an RBI triple in
the first that was confirmed by a
video review.
Holliday scored on Allen
Craig's single, and Daniel
Descalso added a run-scoring
double.
Molina singled in a run in the
fifth but that was the only blemish
for Stauffer. who allowed eight
hits and struck out seven in 5 2-3
innings.
Rookie Jedd Gyorko got the
Padres on the board with a towering home run to center field in the
seventh. Gyorko's drive went 438
feet and is the longest at Petco
Park this season. He has the three
longest Padres home runs this
season.
Alexi Amarista added a tworun single in the ninth for San
Diego.
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Ten years ago
Joe Pat James was inducted
into the Kentucky Lions Club
Hall of Fame after 49 years of
service to the organization.
John Trevathan, a senior at
Murray High School, was selected as Rotary Club Student of the
Month. He is the son of Betsy
and Steve Trevathan, of Murray.
Ledger & Times outdoors
writer Kenny Darnell was pictured displaying a pair of turkeys
he took on a recent hunting trip
in Missouri.
The city of Murray purchased a
new emergency warning siren
for the north side of town following several severe weather
events.
Twenty years ago
Brice Ratteree, of Murray, was
pictured making a toss in the
horseshoe pitching event during
the Purchase Area Senior Games
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Peter Johnson, son of Michael
and Marcie Johnson, was named
Murray High School valedictorian. Melissa Muscio. daughter of
Oliver and Fugen Muscio, was
salutatorian.
Mrs. Maude Jones and Mrs.
Estelle Gray, both members of
the Woman's Missionary Union
of First Baptist Church, were
recognized at the state meeting
for their service and contributions to the church.
Susan Green. student at
Calloway
County
Middle
School, was named an AllAmerican Scholar by the United
States Achievement Academy.
She is the daughter of Garrie and
Denise Green and the granddaughter of Eulalah Green and
the late J.L. Green. of Kirksey,
and Mickie and Margaret
Morton. of Murray.
Thirty years ago
Dick Orr fired his first career
hole-in-one at Murray Country
Club on May 22. He was playing

Wedding thank-you note fails
to deliver intended message

with Virgil Hams, Dwain Gibbs,
Vernon
Cohoon,
Donnie
Alexander and Holmes Ellis.
Anisha Frizzell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Frizzell, and
Neil Sharp, son of Sue Sharp and
Karl Sharp, were invited to
attend the Talent Identification
Program
Grand
Award
Ceremony at Duke University,
Durham, N.0.
Forty years ago
Mary Neil Parker and her husband Dr. William T. Parker presented a program of folk music at
the annual youth night of the
Murray Lion's Club. Pam Swift
and Lee Ann Babb were two of
the youth attending the meeting.
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Association met at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Bohannon.
PTA officers included Mrs.
Edward Willie, Mrs. Elvin
Crouse, Mrs. Bobby Locke and
Mrs. Billy Bazzell.
Fifty years ago
Chief of Police Burman Parker
urged all persons needing business privilege licenses and city
auto stickers to purchase them
before June I.
Professor Robert Baar played
the
part
of
Nathan
B.
Stubblefield in the musicaldrama "The Stubblefield Story,"
performed at Murray State
College.
Sixty years ago
Miss Lochie Fay Hart. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
of Murray. graduated from
Stephens College in Columbia,
Mo.
New officers in the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
D.A.R. were Miss Mildred
Hatcher, Mrs. Wells Purdom.
Mrs. W.E. Blackburn, Mrs.
Henry Elliott, Mrs. Leon
Grogan, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs.
P.O. Hart. Mrs. Foreman
Graham, Mrs. Price Doyle and
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester.

DEAR ABBY: One of my coworkers takes company research
presentation books into the restroom with him multiple times a
day and spends upwards of half
an hour in there with them. The
unsanitary implications of this
drive me batty.

In 1$44, Samuel F.B. Morse
transmitted the message "What bath
God wrought" from Washington
to Baltimore as he formally opened
America's first telegraph line.
In 1935, the first major league
baseball game to be played at
night took place at Cincinnati's
Crosley Field as the Reds beat
the Philadelphia Phillies, 2-1.
In 1937, in a set of rulings,
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
the constitutionality of the Social
Security Act of 1935.
In 1941. the German battleship Bismarck sank the British

battle cruiser HMS Hood in the
North Atlantic. killing all but three
of the 1,418 men on board.
In 1961. a group of Freedom
Riders was arrested after arriving
at a bus terminal in Jackson. Miss..
charged with breaching the peace
for entering white-designated areas.
In 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter became the second American to orbit the Earth as he flew
aboard Aurora 7.
In 1976, Britain and France
opened trans-Atlantic Concorde
supersonic transport service to
Washington.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I attended the wedding of
the son of some old friends in
another state. Rather than buy the
young couple a gift, we instead
gave them a check for $1,000.
Imagine our
astonishment
when a month
later the following
arrived in our
mailbox:
"Dear
'Loretta' and
'Evan,'
"Thank
you for the
generous
donation. We
By Abigail
really enjoyed
Van Buren
spending that
money. If ever you feel like you
have too much of it, we would
gladly take it off your hands.
"Love, 'Mason' and 'Candace'"
Abby, my husband and I have
worked hard for many years in
our business and have been blessed
by the Lord. We are not millionaires. We were happy and humbled to be able to share with
them -- until we received this.
The money wasn't a donation; it
was a GIFT. -- STUNG IN SIOUX
CITY
# DEAR STUNG: Let's hope
the note you received was an
unfortunate attempt at humor.
While the message may have gone
over like a lead balloon and I'm
sure the parents would be beyond
embarrassed if they knew, at least
you received a thank-you for your
generosity. I hear from many people who complain that their gifts
were not acknowledged at all.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
a teenage son who plays high
school football, so I'm interested
in the new concussion guidelines.
Can you tell me what they say?
DEAR READER: In March
of this year, the American Academy of Neurology released new
guidelines for recognizing and
managing sport-related concussions. These guidelines could help
protect
the
brains of athletes at all levels of play,
from professional football
to youth soccer.
In
a
phrase,
the
new concussion
guidelines recommend "when
By
in doubt, sit it
Dr. Anthony
out.“
Komaroff
Concussions occur when something makes
the head and brain move quickly back and forth. This can be a
jolt to the head, a fall or a blow
to the body. They cause a shortterm disturbance in brain function. Contact sports such as football and ice hockey are most likely to increase the risk of concussions, but concussions can happen in any sport.
Many athletes don't get medical attention for concussion. That's
often because they or their coaches don't recognize the warning
signs or take them seriously. Concussions can cause temporary loss
of consciousness. They also typically cause confusion and problems with recent memory. The
confusion may occur immediately. or a few minutes after the
injury.
Other symptoms of a concussion often include dizziness, nausea (with or without vomiting)
and headache. After a concussion,
a person may seem to have trouble paying attention to you, or
may seem to be lost in his thoughts.

Dr

DEAR ABBY: I have many
problems, but my biggest one is,
how do I forgive someone so I
can move on with my life?
It would take me forever to
tell you everything that has been
said and done. Forgiving sounds
simple, but it is the hardest thing
I have ever had to do. Can you
help? -- CHALLENGED IN ILLINOIS
DEAR CHALLENGED: If
hate and resentment are eating
away at ,you. then it is probably
healthier for you to let go of it.
Forgiving someone isn't doing
something for someone else; it is
a gift you give yourself that allows
you to move forward with your
life. Your religious adviser can
help you -- or. if you prefer. a
licensed mental health counselor.
WIN*

Write
Dear
Abby
at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

His speech may be slow or even
slurred. A few days later, the person who has suffered a concussion may seem moody or
depressed, may be bothered by
amounts of light or noise that
never used to bother him, and
may have poor quality sleep..
All these symptoms can be
pretty subtle, and if they ft-Fig
during an exciting sporting event,
the people who are evaluating the
person may be distracted. In other
words, it can be hard to determine if a person has really suffered a concussion.
The new guidelines take the
guesswork out of the equation.
They step away from having coaches or trainers try to diagnose concussions on the field or sidelines.
Instead, they recommend that athletes who are suspected of having a concussion should be immediately removed from play and
evaluated. What's more, the guidelines state that athletes who have
sustained concussions should not
return to play until a licensed health
care provider gives the green light.
Not all concussions are serious. Many young people and athletes recover from a head injury
in minutes or hours. The danger
is that athletes who have had one
concussion are at greater risk of
having another. The first 10 days
after a concussion is a period of
special danger. Repeated minor
head injuries over a short period
greatly increase the risk of serious or permanent brain damage.
The next step is to educate
coaches and trainers about thenew guidelines. They are the piaple who have ringside seats when
concussions happen, and they're
making the decisions about whether
to let the athletes continue to play.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.cont, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor,Boston. MA 02115.)
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New concussion guidelines take
diagnosis away from coaches

I am not germophobic, but taking shared materials into the bathroom while you're doing your
business is just too much for me
Its not like he's taking in a newspaper that can be tossed out, these
are research materials that we
must all share!
My co-worker told me I need
to "get over it,' that this is a
"me" issue. Am I crazy or is taking shared workplace materials
into the bathroom gross and inappropriate? -- WAITING FOR E.
COLI TO KILL ME
DEAR WAITING: You are
asking the wrong person this question. You should be asking the
head of human resources or your
boss.
I'm no germophobe either, but
I agree that what your co-worker is doing is extremely inappropriate. You should not have to
sanitize your hands after touching anything your co-worker might
have touched, but that's what I'm
suggesting you do.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
'today is Friday. May 24, the
144th day of 2013. There are 221
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Iiistory:
On May 24. 1883. the Brooklyn Bridge. linking Brooklyn and
Manhattan. was dedicated by President Chester Alan Arthur and
New York Gov. Grover Cleveland.
On this date:
In 1775, John Hancock was
elected President of the Continental Congress. succeeding Peyton
Randolph.

Friday, May 24,2013•3B

I REAP THAT BINGE DRINKING
COT5 U5 TAXPAYERS 250
BILLION DOLLARS A YEAR.
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A GOOP SCOUT
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TRAVEL
HINT
Dear
Heloise: My
family and I
go on many
road trips, and
with a family
of four, the
laundry really
piles up. If we
are staying at
a hotel/motel that has laundry
facilities, I have started doing a
few loads while there. It saves
me a lot of time by not having
to do so many loads when we
get home. — Felicia in Utah
SAY 'YES' TO MAMMOGRAM '
Dear Readers: Women should
have a MAMMOGRAM. Talk with
your gynecologist or doctor about
at what age you should start getting one. When you go for the
exam. here are some hints from
the American Cancer Society on
what to do that day:
* Have the dates of your previous mammograms and locations
where they were done (if going
to a different facility).
* Don't wear deodorant, perfume or dusting powder. Some
ingredients can interfere with the
mammogram and show up as white
spot-c.
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R.. Omaha, Neb.
it can be tricky, especially if
you have a big dog! Woof, woof.
— Heloise
SCREEN CLEANING
Dear Heloise: What's the
cheapest and best product to use
for computer and TV-screen cleaning that won't harm the surface'?
— A Reader, via email
The easiest and best way is
with a clean, dry microfiber cloth.
Gently dust your computer and
TV screen. Delicate screens, like
LCD and plasma, can be damaged by getting them wet, so to
be safe, never spray or use window or household cleaners on a
screen. If you have stubborn spots
or fingerprints, use a wipe specially designed to clean electronic screens. You don't want to risk
ruining your expensive computer
or television. — Heloise
LOOSEN A UGHT
Dear Heloise: I could not loosen
the defective light bulb in one of
my table lamps'. I unplugged the
electrical cord and removed the
lampshade. I placed several elastic bands at the base of the bulb•
and, with rubber gloves, was able
to loosen the bulb. Problem solved.
— Grace S. in Virginia

Crosswords

ao
ON TO THE
C.ANPV SOWL

* You will be asked to undress
from the waist up. so dress accordingly.
* Tell the facility of any symptoms you may be hfiving and if
you have breast implants.
Try to schedule your mammograms around the same time every
year so you don't forget. How
about your birthday (a gift to
yourselffor good health). the beginning of spring or .something as
simple as "May can be mammogram month"? — Heloise
PS.: A personal note to women
who should have a mammogram
and for whatever reason haven't:
Please go! Five minutes (or less)
is all it takes!
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: I-210-HEU)ISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.corn
ANOTHER CARABINER IDEA
Dear Heloise: Here is another hint about carabiners. We were
worried about our new dog getting away when getting her in
and out of the car. We asked ourselves. "What would Heloise do?"
The answer is a carabiner attached
to the leash and the headrest post.
Having a good grip of the leash
before we release the carabiner
gives us peace of mind. — Cathy.
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INVITATION FOR BIDS
removed by May 24, 2013 or they will be destroyed

NATATORIUM HVAC REPLACEMENT
HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
MURRAY,KENTUCKY

Unit has been abandoned

since Apnl 20, 2013.

TDD $711

Murray-Calloway County Hospital(MCCH)will receive bids for the
MCCH Health and Wellness Center "Natatorium HVAC Replacement"
until 2:00 PM. local time, Wednesday. May 30, 2013 at the Murray Calloway
County Hospital, Private Dining Room No. 1, on the 1st floor of the North
Hospital lbwer,803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 at which time and
place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
This project will generally improve the HVAC systems that serve the natatorium
within the Health and Wellness Center. The specific improvement will be new
dehumidification units and exhaust fans to maintain air quality in
the natatorium. The work consists of the following: demolition of the existing
HVAC equipment, ductwork, and piping; installation of new HVAC equipment;
itistallation of natural gas piping; installation of concrete maintenance pads for
equipment; installation of metal stud/drywall chase to conceal ductwork; roof
cutting and patching for rooftop HVAC equipment; installation of electrical
power. The trades involved include, but are not limited to: demolition; carpentry;
painting; roofilg; concrete; mechanical; sheetmetal; insulation; and electrical.
Due to the operation of the facility, the dehumidification unit replacement shall
be limited to two (2.1 working weeks. The time for the outage shall be coordinated
with the Owner. Other equipment demolition and/or installation may occur outside of the two week requirement mentioned above, if approved in writing by the
Owner and Engineer.
Bidding Documents, including Drawings and Specifications, may be purcharied,
for the amount of $50.00 per set, from Paducah Blueprint and Supply Co. Inc,
999 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001, Phone(270)444-6171,
Email: jennifer@padblueprinicom. If the documents are to be shipped an additional charge of $25.00 will apply. The cost for Bidding Documents and shipping
is not refundable. The successful bidder will be responsible for purchasing additional sets as needed for construction.
A certified check, made payable to Murray-Calloway County Hospital, or a satisfactory Bid Bond executed by the Bidder and acceptable sureties in the amount
equal to ten percent(10%)of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful Contractor will be required to furnish and pay for Satisfactory
Performance and Labor and Materials Payment Bonds. The Performance and
Labor and Materials Payments Bonds shall be executed by a Surety Company
possessing an A.M. Best Company rating of A- or better and which holds a certificate of Authority issued by the Department of Treasury and shall be listed as
an acceptable surety in the Circular; published annually as of July 1 and
licensed in the State of Kentucky.
No Bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of forty five1451days after closing
time for he receipt of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital shall reserve the right to waive informalities
and to reject any or all bids. Bids received after the scheduled closing time for
-the receipt of bids will be returned unopened to bidders. Any bid that is not submitted in the proper form will not be considered.
A Pre-Bid Conference will be held at 2:00 P.M. local time Tuesday May 21, 2013,
at the Murray Calloway County Hospital, Health and Wellness Center
Classroom, 716 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Attendance of the Pre-Bid Conference is not mandatory.

020

Equal Housing Opportunity
Invitation To Bid
Westside Baptist Church is accepting sealed
bids for a 2,038sq.ft house and 6 acres located
at 345 Robertson R. South.
3/4BR, 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces, attached garage,
screened patio, and wood deck. Bids will be
accepted until 4:00 p.m. Friday, June 28, 2013,
at Westside Baptist Church.
Specifications are available at Westside Baptist
Church or online at www.wbcmurray.org
(click resources then click admin).
Westside Baptist Church reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids.
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Environmental Tech's
Hinng Two Full Time Positions for Calvert City area
Salary based on Work Experience
Benefit Package
Send resume to PO Box 557
Calvert City, KY 42029

rMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Full-time job vacancy at Murray Campus
(3) Cook II 57.97/hr
Records Assistant 1 S10.09/hr
Accounting Specialist 512.87/hr
Accounting Assistant II 510.93/hr
Accounting Assistant III $11.85/hr

Notice
Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatejobs.com

9n Alemory of
gail eurkeen
Dec. 28,1953 - flay 24,1987
We dream of you telling us that
we have

to see this place. 9t is

like no other place we have have

Jones Strawberries
U-pick $1.25/qt.
We-pick $2.50/qt.
1.8 miles South of
Sedalia. Hwy 381
(Bnng pans)
328-8543

Women/minorities encouraged to apply

An EEO, WF/D,AA employer

Chalrside Dental AssIsItant
GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ever been. 9ts Heaven in all it's
glory, with Mama and Daddy by
,your side. We will all be there one
day together loving each other in
that beautiful city like no other.

Still missing you

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at $64.95 per
month. Call
877-726-4077.

r.

"cr:*

Local general dentist seeking
full-time assistant, Mon.-Thurs.
8-5 position. Candidate must be
fnendly, have positive attitude
and work well with others.
Candidate must be self
motivated and dependability is a
must. Experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-W Murray, KY. 42071
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Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

Subscribe to the

1

Purity Dairies Is looking for class B / Permit
drivers to deliver products to customers
In the area.
All drivers home daily.
Experience in DSD helpful but not required.
Position offers great pay and Benefits.
For more information and to apply for this
position go to:
WWWANHIORNXI.ILS&M/SAllitela

Home Delivery
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Check

Money Order
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St Address

city
Zip
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Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Dos 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 711-111111

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Help Wanted

TEMPORARY AGR CULTURAL LABORER
07/15/2013 THROUGH 12202013 KY0486701
Larry Tucker Farms, Kirksey, Ky
4 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federailstate min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order at the
time work is performed

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/01/2013 THROUGH 1220/2013 KY04435965
Joe Dan Taylor Farms, Almo, Ky
4 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed

PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

PLANTING,GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST
EMPLOYMENT

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE,HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF_ NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST POST
EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/05/2013 THROUGH 12/31/2013 KY0485930
P & C Tobacco, Murray, Ky
5 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed.

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed.

PLANTINGGFOVVING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
...1611Itatik4ONTlIS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

PLANTING, GROVVING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSfTE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE)CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS,
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,POST
EMPLOYMENT

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO VVORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,POST
EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/152013 THROUGH 1207/2013 KY0487351
M E & E Assoc., Murray, Ky
5 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed.

The Calloway County Sheriff's Office is

PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$9.80 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE)CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-7E2-3379(JOB
REF NUMBER). USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE.TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST. POST
EMPLOYMENT

& Laura Kay

EIGER&TIMES

VISA

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/18/2013 THROUGH 11/202013 KY0487067
FPS Farms, Hazel, Ky
6 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/20r2013'THROUGH 12/1W2013 KY0487531
Keith Harris Farms Inc, Benton, Ky
8 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at the
time work is performed.

PLANTING,GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

PLANTING, GROVVING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
& DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUnNG AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
KSITE. MUST MEET
TRANSPORT DAILY TO
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFRCE(EMPLOYMENT
OFRCE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WOFKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 5(2-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER) USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE TO SET UP INTERVIEVV SUEUE-CT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,POST
EMPLOYMENT

$9.80 HR. 34 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED
AU.TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION CN THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT
OFRCE).CONTACT THE KENTUCKY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 5C2-782-3079(JOB
REF. NUMBER) USINGJOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,POST
EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/0E3/2013 THROUGH 12/15/2013 KY0486398
Chase Futrell Farms, Murray, Ky
6 openings

seeking applications for
Teiecommunicator/Dispatcher.
Persons interested may access the application
online at wwwcallkyso.com. or come by the
office Monday thru Friday between 8.00am and
4:30pm for an application packet. Completed
applications along with all required documents
can be mailed to the Sheriff's Office at 701
Olive Street Murray, Kentucky 42071 or hand
delivered to the same location. All applications
and required documents must be received by
Friday June 14 at 4:30pm. For a copy of the
job descnption or if arione has a question
they may call the Sheriff's Office at
270-753-3151. The Calloway County Sheriff's
Office is an equal opportunity employer.

DENTAL/BUSINESS
. Assistant: Established
Murray dental practice
looking for an individual
with computer skills as
well as knowledge of
dental assisting. Duties
include
insurance
claims filing, telephone
skills
with
patient
appointments
and
insurance. Some dental assisting will be
required_ Send resume
to PO Box 1040-Y
Murray, KY 42071
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expenence. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE
PT housekeeping for
lake resort. Weekends
required. Occasional
weekdays 436-2345
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone cells.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wet-page at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to iohnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
LAW Office looking for
part-time receptionist.
Experience preferred
but not a must Mail
resume to PO Box
1040S Murray, KY
42071
FULL time, salary computer/network technician
specialist.
Minimum 1 year experience required. Details
at
www.sma rt
pathtech corn/career
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Articles
For Sale

NOW hiring servers
cooks and pizza cook
Apply in person at
Pizza
after
Tom's
1 00pM

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can delive'r

PRODUCT
and
Process Engineer

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Needs your coins,
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains. Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

Sportable
Scoreboards, an innovative manufacturer of
electronic scoring displays, is currently seeking an individual to
develop and maintain
documentation of manufacturing processes,
provide recommendations to improve product quality, reduce
costs and increase efficiencies.
The successful candidate will have a
Bachelors degree in
Mechanical
Engineering with electronic, electrical or
manufacturing experience a plus. He/she
wilt be self-driven, highly organized, and able
to effectively priontize
and manage multiple
projects. This position
also requires the effective presentation of
information throughout
all levels of the company.
Sporlable Scoreboards
offers
competitive
wages with a comprehensive benefit package, including health
insurance, paid vacation, paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan.
If you are a logical and
quantitative problem
solver with a positive
attitude and excellent
communication skills
who would like to be
part of our growing
team please submit
your
resume
to:
careers@scoreboardl.com or mail to:
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately
15hr/week. $550/mo
Send
resume
to
Coldwater UMC 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray Job description
online at coldwaterchurch.org
PT/FT
position
at
Murray Sewing Center
Knowledgable about
sewing. Apply in person
@
Bel-Air
'Shopping Center.
WESTERN
KY
Correctional ComplexCertified
Medication
Aide
needed • for
1:0 0pm-9,0 0 pm.
Duties
to
include
preparing, administering, and documenting
medications. Must possess documentation of
having
successfully
passed the medication
aide
competency
exam.
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
weekend.
Primary
duties to include medication administration,
assessment
and
response to emergencies.
Please forward resume
to
CorrectCareIntegrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
fax
(859)685-0901
EEO
CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. McinFn. Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray, Ky
42071
DRIVERS: Now hiring
drivers for our Short
Haul . SE Regional
OTR and 7 on 7 off
fleets. Please call Jay
866-215-3659

Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

Friday, May 24, 2013.5B

Reels
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F

STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th Si

(270) 753-1713

•• Owner Finance ••
4BR, 2BA $4,950
down $695 mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets 753-0259
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, IBA Townhouse.
W/D included Starting
at $500 Please call
753-7559
2BR 1BA Water/trash
included
$425/mo
270-719-1654
320
Apartments For Rent

2BR,
brick,
W/D
hookup, redecorated,
no pets, $435/mo.
293-6070

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

c

UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking. no
pets. 270-753-5980

New 2-4

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent

40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray.
293-6430

4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109

SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

1_3 4 8 2.5, 7
8 5 9 6 74 2
2 6 7 3 1 9 5
4 9 8 7 3 1 6
3 7 5 9 6 2 1
6 2 1 5 4 8 9
7 4 3 1 5 6 8
9 1 6 2 8 3 4

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGFAIEN1

*Trimming
*Removal

09
Corolla
Gray.
Excellent condition, oil
changed
recently.
$11.000 0E10 Call
752-0064 or home
phone answer machine
436-6834, leave message

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood

Pets & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DACHSHUNDS puppies for sale $125
227-0140
DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
GAME Fowl for sale
Claret, Leiper, and
Hatch Chicks available
Call or text
270-703-2334

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

HARVEY'S
Lawn
Mowing. 227-1755
1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

•Insured

YEARRY S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562,
227-0267

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220

*Asphalt Installation

•••

.Scnall Landscapes etc.
'.Leaf Removal
•Mowlrig
Res/dentat
•EdgIng •commerciai
*Mulching *Insured
*Pruning -Licensed

ROOFING
Our Reputation It on the house'
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-5080
Don't be fooled by Imitators

*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501
Greg Mansfield

..lithiftfon%

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

41111111.101
-

•Alli hell% at

-111%aram e Wool,
I( Insured
(270) 226-5444

David's Home
Improvement
11(

Industrial/Commercial/Residential

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Year Septic Heeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170) 293-8686

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
money our a(

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa B MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kentuckylake
remocleling.corn

Spring Time Special
DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Deck Washing &
Staining
Free Estimates
Irrened and !muted
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

WWW GECLI.C.NE1

(270) 759-0890

(270)293-8480

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

rieriNis\
McCUISTON
ROOFING

Over 28 Years
Experience

Crossroads
Lawn & Garden

Rcplacomont anci

270-293-1924

Zach 270-873-7700

Free Estimates

David 270-227-1106

Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

AN Shindies Hand Nailed

Landscaping, mowing
cleanup, & other
outdoor protects
Also providing garden
assistance, raised
beds, planting. etc

Tractor & Dozer Work
Dirt work, Hauling,
Bush hogging, Top soil,
Garden tilling,
Driveways. White rock,
Mulching, etc.

293-3406
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

GARLAND
RENTAL

270-227-0906

"If you've got it, we can store it

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

CLEAN CUT

270-873-9916

James C. GaIllmore

keep It /mar'

I do lawn maintenance
& hauling For more
info call 270-227-3309

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

wwwhillelectric.com

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

(270)978-4591

(..ii, IA I .1. I,

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270) 489-2839

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

•!,i 'ti,

OFFICE SPACE700ft,
downtown
Murray.
$550/mo
includes
water/gas/electricity/be
sh pick-up. 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103

4 8
3 7

Services Offered

Used Can

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

8 4
5 2

I ci,i1 * * **

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

96
1 3

2 9
7 5
'5 8 2 4 9 7 3 6 1

7
3 2 9
9
3 8 4

LAWN CARE
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

Pa%ing.Sealcoating
& Hauling
TOM'TRAVIS

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

270-293,4256

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

DRYWALL & painting
no lob too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
270-293-0476

Ali sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

270-753-2905

Real Estate

11

SIMPLY MOWING

aurraY 1-0:19er
& Times
753-1916
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!

.1...vultere to

Cutting--Weed Eating—Blowing

itore your Air

Weekly—Bi Weekly—One Time Service

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

No Contracts--Free Estimates
0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
2,500-6,000 Sq. Ft. $30.00
6,000-12,000 $35.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-36,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote

(270) 227-1512

‘

It
,

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Let us help
you spread
the word -

Classifieds
world
Call
T53-1916
to place
your ad

TODAY

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Morrav ledger at Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
,ublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to adverb...4. any preference, limitation or discnminabon based on race, color, religion. set. handicap, tamilial status or national ongin, or mienlion to make any such preferences, limitations.or discrimina-

addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept am
advertising for real estate which
is riot in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity. basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA'Counsel
Rene r Milam. 170316411/-11100.

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Smart Saver!

...‘ItLESS THAN

$10
PER ISSUE!

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Natasha Hutson
or Chelsea Crass at
(270) 753-1916.

HAZEL: 2 or 3BR.
492-8526
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood Available the end
of May 270-978-6000
270-293-9493

Answer to previous puzzle

73

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.21 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3110
(270) 474-0323

llri,/f?r "lifts

tion.

2BR, IBA. $350 plus
deposit 270-978-2271

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

We Finance
2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/1 single
bay
270-485-6122

State laws torbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in

1620 Olive Street
1 year
2BR, 1BA
lease, $450/mo.
705-2274

2,051 sq/tt brick home
74 acres, large shop,
stocked pond, gravel
pit, hunting Kirksey
area. $389,900 Call or
text 270-994-1595

Bedroom homes in
Rivertield Fstgli•K

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday_
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

,
1645

Homes For Sale

toreer of 121S. & Glendale.

i BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportunity

DaM: Green

42

720 S. 4TH ST.
10Xlirs 10x15's
(270)436-2524
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Conceptis SudoKu

7 3

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

1

SUDOKU

Sucioko is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several given numbers The ODfeCt is to place the numbers 1 to
9 0 the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty ieyei
of the Concephs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924

SLABS for sale Mostly
hardwood $10 a bundle Call between 5.306 00
Wednesday
evenings
270-522-0158

.11111111Appliances

Lot for Sale .44 acre

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

Labe Properly

For sale by owner
38R, 213A, C/H/A, 2
decks. Good view of
the lake. Cypress
Springs. 164 Joy Lane,
New Concord.
270-838-0006

j MURRAY
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Horoscope
HUGE MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE YARD SALE

211 Country Rd.

2103

(Southwest Villa Sub.
off Wiswell Rd.)

Glenwood Dr.

1204 Doran

Rd.

Fri. & Sat.

Fri. & Sat.
8AM-4PM

3 party Yard Sale

Rain or Shine

Quilts, dishes, toys,
shop tools, antique
sewing machines, gas
garage heater, child's
bike, bee items,
movies and much
more.

MOVING SALE

MOVING

80
Haynes Creek Dr.

807 River Rd.

1112 Beal Rd.

By Blalock

Aurora; about 1 mile
behind Aurora
Electric

Fri. & Sat
7AM-2PM
Furniture, clothes
and too much to
mention.

Household items and
decor, clothing, guns,
ammo, hunting,
fishing, tools,
furniture

No early sales
please.

STORAGE
SALE

MOVING
SALE

EZ Storage

415 N. 17th St.

76 Pounds Dr., New Concord

Saturday

Take 121 S. to Mt. Carmel Bapt. Church, left on
Balentine, Right on Cypress, left on Klines Trail.
Follow signs to Fort Heiman, Pounds Dr. Is first
left past Fort Heiman off of Klines Trail.

on State Rt. 303
(Cuba Road) South
of YMCA

9AM-12PM
Furniture, sofa bed,
TV, women's clothes,
books, dishes, fireplace tools, movies,
and Vc much more.

Friday & Saturday

Dunbar Rd.
New Concord; The
Concord Storage
Unit 15

Saturday
7AM-?
Antiques, clothes,
glassware, furniture,
kids gas powered
fourwheelers. and
more!

8AM-4PM
No Early Sales
Muzzleloader 50 caliber, antiques, furniture,
household items, men & womens clothing,
dishwasher, misc.

HUGE GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

Thurs, Fri. & Sat.

7AM-5PM
Furniture and
miscellaneous
items.

HUGE YARD
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
Way too much to
mention!
About 16 tables
full and cheap!

CARPORT SALE

You need it? We
might have it!
New & used reloading
equip, gun supplies,
ammo, china,
furniture, clothing,
angels and lots more.

New items added
Saturday.

SALE

704 Poplar St.
Friday 7AM-?
Saturday 7AM-3PM
Men & womens clothes and shoes, lots of
household items, furniture, carseat-like new,
kids bike, video games, lot of books, patio table
& umbrella, flora arraignments, antique dishes
& some odd antiques, grinder, air nailer, work
light washer & dryer.

MOVING
SALE

1100 Berkshire Court

502 N. 7th

(Gatesborough)

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-2PM

Saturday 7AM-2PM

Clothes, household,
plumbing, shoes,
toys, too much to
mention.

40 years of attic clean out, many
antiques, collectibles, etc. Name brand
women, mens & children's clothing.
Also toys and craft items.

HUGE YARD SALE
95 Butterfly Dr.

YARD SALE
Lynx Ln.

94 E to 280, 7.1 mi. then left at
Riverview Blvd (entrance to Panorama
Shores), left at Butterfly Or.

1101
Fairlane
Saturday
7AM-?

HUGE SALE
607 Poplar St.
Saturday
10AM-4PM
Craft supplies,
fabric, lace,
ribbon and
jewelry

YARD SALE
2365 Wiswell Rd.
3rd house past Saratoga

Friday & Saturday
8AM-?

Saturday 8:30AM-2PM

Saturday
7AM-1PM

No Early Sales
Bicycles. furniture, telescope, fishing tackle,
golf equipment, dishes, wine glasses, tools,
lawn mower, doll house, metal chandeliers,
water skis, many small items.

YARD SALE
115 S. 10th
Saturday
8AM-12PM
Pool filter & new cartridges $100, baby
boy items under 2T,
carseat, bedding,
speaker, wreath, keyboard, coffee maker,
microwave, queen
mattress, chairs,
much more.

Housewares, mowers, plus size clothes,
Avon. Something for everyone!
436-5356 for directions.

Vintage bed & dresser, furniture, baby
bed, sewing machine, home decor, books,

exercise bike, old tools, bell kettle, nail
keg, split fuel tank with pumps,
and lots more.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

1402 N. 16th St.
Saturday
7AM-12PM
Household Items,
boy and girl baby
and childrens clothing & accessories.
Lots of goodies!

YARD
SALE

by Jacqueline Bigar

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Saturday, May 2.5, 2013
This year you display more
black-and-white thinking than in
previous years. You also tend to
weigh problems from opposing
views. You seem to go back and
forth from being emotional to
intellectual. Where has the levelheaded Gemini gone? You are
exploring new ideas and broadening your horizon. If you are
single, you might attract someone who really likes one side of
your personality. As you switch
from that side to the other, this
person might not be as loving. If
you are attached, your transformation could throw your sweetie for a loop. Be more open, and
enhance the mutuality between
you. SAGITTARIUS understands you better than you do.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Try to get away from it
all. A break could be just what
the doctor ordered. You know
how volatile the last few days
have been. Go for a drive to the
country, and enjoy the scenery
along the way. Visit with an outof-town friend if you can. Tonight:
Finally, you can relax.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Rethink a decision
made in haste. You even might
wonder why you made that
choice in the first place.
Confusion and pressure often
force others' involvement. An
unexpected change could feel
uncomfortable. Find out what's
going on behind the scenes.
Tonight: Where the fun is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Go along with a change
of pace. You'll want to open up to
new possibilities after recent
events and join friends who are
more easygoing than you typically are. You also might decide to
let go of stress that could be
well-being.
your
affecting
Tonight: Togetherness is the
theme.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You will be weighing the
pros and cons of getting involved
with a certain project. You could
realize that you would rather just
take some time off. Be a couch
potato, if that makes you happy.
You might be bored soon
enough, but you also will be well
rested. Tonight: Indulge yourself.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You'll re-energize
through some flirtation and fun.
You know what you need. Find a

fun fnend and start the process.
You might be confused about a
situation: release it for now.
Over-indulging is OK as long as
you know when enough is
enough. Tonight: Lead the party'
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might not realize how
tired and/or stressed out you are
until you slow down. Decide to
do nothing and stay close to
home. Whether you take a nap.
watch some TV or read a book
makes no difference, as long as
you are able to relax. Tonight:
Happily at home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could be overtired
and withdrawn by recent events.
You will want to catch up on
neighborhood news and meet a
pal for dinner. Don't be surprised
if, at some point during the day,
you nod off. Tonight: Stop acting
like Superman or Superwoman - you're only human.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to see
what happens if you put up your
feet and relax. Before you know
it, you could nod off. You have a
desire to escape. Some of you
might decide to join a friend or
two and party. Some of you will
go way overboard. Tonight: Be
your wild self.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You feel full of energy
and ready to deal with whatever
comes your way. Socialize to
your heart's content. Someone
might be unclear about your
intentions. Listen to news with a
grain of salt. Everything can
change before you know it.
Tonight: Honor spontaneity!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to move
right past a personal issue.
Understand that you can't keep
pushing like that. Sometimes you
need some time away from
thinking about an issue. Give
yourself some space. When
someone shares a secret, keep
it a secret. Toight: Not to be
found.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are the sign that is
associated with friendship, and
that is exactly why you need to
surround yourself with friends.
As a group, you will reinforce
what is good about one another.
Don't hesitate to share your
grievances with a trusted friend.
Tonight: Where the action is.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Think through a decision
involving an older friend or loved
one. Spend some time with this
person, and perhaps get some
feedback on what actions you
are considering taking. Listen to
his or her thoughts carefully, and
your opinion could change.
Tonight: A must appearance.
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Students in Levels 1 and 2 included, from left, Andrew Brown, seal of excellence; Megan Liu,
seal of excellence; Adelaide Houston; Liam Hereford; and Henry Kwan, seal of excellence.

Students in Level 3 included, front from left, Ricardo dos Remedios, seal of excellence;
Samuel Case; Caleb Burch; Sunny Kwan, seal of excellence; back from left, Kathryn Hereford:
and Kyle Liu, seal of excellence.

Murray Music Teachers
Association piano students
participate in Sonata Saturday
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Music Teachers Association recently hosted its annual Sonatina and Sonata Saturday
under the direction of Kathy Thweatt at Memorial
Baptist Church.
Each area piano student performed a memorized
movement of a sonatina or sonata for adjudicator
Dr. Elaine Harriss, of the University of TennesseeMartin. Each student received a trophy, comment
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sheet and special certificate.
Performers receiving the special Seal of
Excellence were Andrew Brown, Megan Liu,
Henry Kwan, Ricardo dos Remedios. Sunny
Kwan, Kyle Liu, Ben Thome and Alex Thome.
Participating teachers were Janet Finch. Dr.
Matthew Gianforte, Malissa Heath, Deborah
Hereford, Dr. Meeyoun Park and Margaret
Wilkins.
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Murray-Calloway
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Students in Sonata Level 4 included, front from left, Anna Cate Brown; Ben Thome, seal of
excellence; Josiah Hereford; back from left, EarJena Sheets; Alyssa de la Rosa; Roberto dos
Remedios; and Alex Thome, seal of excellence.

